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摘要

數量持續成長的社群媒體用戶基於共享和社交的目的，貢獻大量人

物照片。這些人物多媒體資料（如旅行照片和家人影片等）保有豐富

的人群活動資料，對行動推薦系統，個人化，廣告和更多以人為中心

的應用非常有利。有鑒於這些強烈需求，我們提出利用影像中自動偵

測獲得的人物訊息（如人臉屬性，人物群體類別，視覺情感概念）來

幫助社交多媒體分析。本計畫進一步結合計算社會學和認知心理學來

了解社群使用者所提供的視覺資料中所挖掘出的知識訊息。最後，我

們並展示利用百萬規模的社群影像及其周邊資訊（如地理位置，時間，

標籤和評論）來幫住人物特徵分析，人口統計調查和社群情感運算。

就我們所知，這是第一個利用大規模社交視覺資料來幫助分析使用者

行為的研究工作。
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Abstract

A growing population of the Internet users are contributing a huge amount

of photos and videos to social media for the purpose of sharing and social

communication. These big human-centric media collections such as travel

photos and family videos retain abundant people activities inherently ben-

eficial for mobile recommender system, personalization, advertisement and

more people-related applications. Witnessing these strong needs, we propose

to exploit the human-centric contexts automatically detected from visual con-

tent, e.g., people attributes, social group types and visual concepts, for so-

cial multimedia analytics. The proposed approach further incorporates com-

putational sociology and cognitive psychology to understand the knowledge

mined from the visual content contributed by real users. Finally, we demon-

strate its effectiveness for user profiling, demographic investigation and social

affective computing by using million-scale social images and the associated

metadata (i.e., geo-locations, time stamps, tags and comments) crawled from

social media. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work address-

ing how large-scale visual contexts can help user profiling and improve user

behavior analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social media, as a major platform for virtual interactions among the Internet users,

provides a rich repository of human-centric information as well as people activities. Wit-

nessing plentiful knowledge in such big media collections, recent studies have shown

promising progress in social media analytics from varied research aspects, including de-

mographic analysis [13, 60], spatial data mining [90, 22], sentiment classification [58] and

more measuring as well as interpreting approaches for large-scale user-contributed data.

These studies mainly target text-based media, e.g., blogs, tweets and reviews, but few of

them address the knowledge mined from visual content such as images and videos.

Different from the previous studies, we aim at further considering the plentiful vi-

sual contexts in social multimedia for human-related data analytics. With the prosper-

ity of multimedia-sharing websites, like Flickr and Youtube, the volume of community-

contributed multimedia has increased drastically. Beyond text-based media, images and

videos usually comprise more interactions and associations among users and their social

communities (e.g., family, friends) in real life. In our study from more than 17 million

photos collected from Flickr using the keyword “family”, we found that around 60% of

them contain at least one person. Such collections not only appear more visually inter-

esting to human [38] but also visually reveal rich people activities. These phenomena

motivate more attention on multimedia analytics and encourage visual content analysis

towards more scalable to cope with the big media collections in social media.

Moreover, these publicly available images and videos are commonly associated with

1
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Figure 1.1: The proposed human-centric data analytics by leveraging the big user-
contributed media collections.

rich metadata such as tags, time-stamps, geo-locations and comments. These overwhelm-

ing amounts of multi-relational contexts, though noisy, are tremendously essential for

manymultimedia applications including annotation, searching, marketing, advertising and

recommendation. The studies [55, 29] in visual content analysis are moving forward the

conception of “crowdsourcing” – obtaining needed content and annotations by solicit-

ing contributions from online communities, rather than from costly manual labeling. Our

previous work has demonstrated the effectiveness in learning people attributes by crowd-

sourcing metadata along with user-contributed images [18]. Most importantly, this mech-

anism shows the power of incrementally learning recognition models and thus benefits

more precise social media analytics.

One of the significant social media analytics is user profiling by latent or explicit peo-

ple attributes. User profiling based on the online reviews, tweets, blogs [13] has been

shown promising and more cost-effective compared to traditional user investigation. We

further address user profiling (cf. Figure 1.1 (a)) by involving the contexts detected from

social visual content. These visual contexts possess several additional benefits, including

(1) less bias – taking the more people shown in images into account rather than the photo

2



publisher him/herself and (2) more content – considering informative visual concepts sur-

rounded with the people in image content.

Meanwhile, like millions of human-sensors, geo-tagged photos further enable spatial-

temporal pattern mining aware of demographics. As shown in Figure 1.1 (b), we propose

to exploit people attributes (e.g., gender), social group types (e.g., family) and semantic

concepts (e.g., scene) detected from visual content for more preference-aware or topic-

aware travel pattern mining. Furthermore, because these travel patterns categorize people

activities by visually detected attributes rather than metadata only, they are less affected

by data sparsity problem – little or even no labels at cold-start stage.

Finally, consumer photos usually contain human-scale scenes or objects which easily

trigger stronger human affects in the audience (i.e., the social media users). Taking Fig.

1.1 (c) as an example, after viewing the visual content with “yummy food,” the viewers

are very likely to respond with a comment “hungry” (viewer affective concept). We target

what viewer affective concepts will be evoked after the semantics expressed in visual

content is viewed. The proposed affective data analytics capture the interactions among

publishers and viewers via visual and text content, which is complementary to pure text-

based sentiment and affect analysis in social media.

To sum up, we aim at human-centric data analytics from user-contributed media col-

lections to achieve user profiling (Figure 1.1 (a)), large-scale demographic study (Figure

1.1 (b)) and social affect computing (Figure 1.1 (c)), which are still very challenging and

important problems both in academic and industry research. In the remainder of this pro-

posal, we will discuss the literature review (Chapter 2) and proposed methodologies for

(a) learning people attributes by crowdsourcing (Chapter 3), (b) demographic anaylsis by

using social visual content (Chapter 4), (c) predicting viewer affective concepts and com-

ments (Chapter 5), and finally closing with a conclusion.

3
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This proposal targets the emerging research field – the enterprise of visual content

analysis and social media analytics, especially, with the focus on human-centric media

collections. We will discuss the promising supports from the two related research areas,

respectively, followed by the review of our studies in this novel field of social multimedia

analytics.

Analyzing people, human-scale objects and concepts in visual content has been an ac-

tive research subject for decades because it is one of the enabling technologies for visually

understanding and interpreting the environment, interactions and behavior of human. One

of the significant field focuses people attribute analysis such as facial attribute detection

(e.g., gender, age, race) [41] and clothing attribute classification [16] (e.g., dress, outer-

wear). Our preliminary studies [18, 20], further show the possibility of learning people

attributes by crowdsourcing social media without tedious manual annotations for collect-

ing training data. These people attributes greatly benefit profiling the attributes of social

media users from the visual aspect. In addition, recent studies in visual content analysis

has been moving forward to the psychological perspective; for example, analyzing im-

age interestingness [38] and emotions [10]. Applying these human-centric measurements

in social media augments the knowledge interpretation with plentiful visual contexts and

human affect, which are essential but rarely addressed in the previous work.

Social communication motivates users to share their ideas, comments and photos with

their social circles via multiple media format. Such publicly available data provide a

5



cost-effective way to obtain demographic information – the statistics for the specific user

groups in certain events or locations such as restaurants, hotels, tourist attractions, etc.

The previous studies [22, 90] have demonstrated that popular travel landmarks can be

discovered by data-driven approaches in user-contributed travel logs. In addition, con-

sumer groups (e.g. family, friends, couple) have quite different preferences when search-

ing for travel accommodations [46]. However, they mainly focus on analyzing text-

based metadata or logs without considering the visual contexts mined from the large-scale

community-contributed travel photos.

Our previous studies [21, 17] have shown the potential for exploiting visual content

analysis to improve social media analytics. In [21], we demonstrate that face attributes de-

tected from travel photos are promising for more accurate travel recommendation because

these attributes carry more personalization factors for travel-pattern mining. In addition,

the social relationships shown in image content [19] are informative cues for mining group

preferences [17] from big group photo collections. These preliminary results encour-

age us to incorporate more people attributes (e.g., actions, accessories, clothing styles),

human-scale concepts (e.g., food, scenes, transportation), visual affective measurement

(e.g., beautifulness, interestingness, emotions) in interpreting human-related analysis from

social media. The detailed related works are discussed in each section.

6



Chapter 3

Learning facial attributes by weakly

labeled images

3.1 Introduction

Beyond the low-level features commonly used for face recognition, the rich set of

facial attributes such as gender, race, age, beard, smile, etc., have been shown to be very

promising for characterizing designated persons [41] as well as for identity verification

[42]. Moreover, facial attributes make photo management easier. Lei et al.[45] designed

an efficient framework to retrieve photos of the target persons by graphically specifying the

face icons with attributes on a query canvas. In addition, the statistics of (automatically

detected) facial attributes from certain user groups (e.g., young girls) can approximate

users’ preferences. Cheng et al.[21] proposed a travel recommender by mining people

attributes from community-contributed photos. Combining with specific time, location,

etc., the plentiful facial attributes greatly benefit mining consumer activities from large-

scale and less organized photos.

Prior research for facial attribute detection [54, 5, 41] solely relied on supervised learn-

ing with manually annotated training photos, which is very time-consuming and labor in-

tensive. On average, manual annotation requires 5-6 seconds for tagging a photo or 15

seconds through gaming-based annotations [82]. Furthermore, manual annotation is sub-

7
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Figure 3.1: Goal – automatically acquiring training images for generic facial attribute
detection by leveraging visual and contextual cues from publicly available community-
contributed photos in an unsupervised manner. (a) Besides visual appearances in Internet
images, the rich contextual cues such as tags, geo-locations are promising to ease the
data bias problem in training facial attributes. Though contextual cues are noisy (e.g.,
the crossed tags), we aim to mine the effective training images from them. (b) Combining
visual relevance and contexts to rank the effective and visually diverse training images. (c)
Learning and detecting generic facial attributes from the automatically acquired training
images for each attribute.

jective and biased; for example, being restricted to limited domains or locations. The

problems get worse when preparing to analyze a large set of facial attributes as proposed

in [41, 42].

With the prevalence of capturing devices and photo sharing services such as Flickr and

Youtube, the volume of multi-media resources have been dramatically increased. There

are reportedlymore than four billion images in Flickr and evenmore than 70,000TB broad-

cast video data generated every year [51]. Such ultra-large-scale multimedia brings about

profound social impact upon the society and has potential for easing the burden of large-

scale training image acquisition [27, 63, 55] by means of freely available user-contributed

data. In this work, we aim to acquire effective training images from community-contributed

photos for facial attribute detection. It is promising since social media are full of user ac-

tivities via the photos associated with tags, comments, locations, etc. However, simply

acquiring training images by keywords (e.g., “beard”) brings significant amount of false
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tial candidates, (b) extracting the visual features from the detected (frontal) faces and the
context features from the associated text as well as geo-locations, (c) measuring feature
quality according to the discriminability voting results from image candidates over multi-
ple visual feature spaces, (d) optimizing feature set of a designated attribute for measuring
the visual relevance, (e) fusing the visual relevance (estimated in (d)) and the contextual
cues extracted in (b) to estimate and rank the annotation quality, and (f) learning generic
facial attributes by the automatically acquired training images.

positives due to an uncontrolled annotation quality; learning with such noisy data degrades

the accuracy of facial attribute detectors.

With an effective feature representation (e.g., supervector [83]) to a designated facial

attribute (e.g., age), examining visual relevance has been shown to be promising to re-

ject certain false positives in the previous research [55]. In reality, users are not expected

to predetermine well which features are important to a designated attribute, for example,

edge features for detecting eyeglasses [80] and texture features for estimating age [34].

To enable automatic training image acquisition to be adaptive to various facial attributes,

we propose to automatically select effective features from a rich set of visual features,

which are potential feature candidates for different facial attributes. The proposed fea-

ture selection mechanism first measures the discriminant capability of each visual feature

by discriminability voting – voting upon unlabeled images by pseudo-positives (nega-

tives) retrieved by textual relevance – and then it selects effective features according to

the estimated discriminant capability and the degree of mutual similarity. Discriminabil-

ity voting can reduce the interference of noisy labels in the training images and does not

require heuristic thresholds. Therefore, it has better generalization capability for multiple

feature modalities. Another critical deficiency in prior research is rejection of false posi-

9



tives by the use of visual relevance only (e.g., [27, 55]) because that may cause the set of

acquired training images to be dominated by color or other visual features (cf. Fig 3.8(b)).

The above mentioned images do bring marginal improvement for learning facial attribute

detectors. However, it may cause data skew at the same time. Therefore, we propose to

exploit the rich context cues (e.g., tags, geo-locations, etc.) along with the community-

contributed photos to increase the degree of diversity for the training images (Fig 3.8(c)).

The proposed approach is conducted in an unsupervised manner and most importantly, it

can be applied to different facial attributes.

For the proposed framework, as shown in Fig. 3.1, we first measure the quality of

each visual feature given a noisy set of keyword-retrieved (e.g., “beard”) training image

candidates. Optimized by discriminability and mutual similarity, the selected features are

then used to evaluate the annotation quality of the training image candidates from the vi-

sual aspect. Second, context information is further augmented to ensure the degree of

diversity and the quality of automatically collected training images. Experiments show

that the proposed method – balancing visual and context cues, outperformed two baseline

approaches (1) measuring textual relevance (text-based) and (2) measuring visual recon-

struction error via Principal Component Analysis (PCA-based); the error rates are reduced

by up to 23.24% and up to 38.50% (relative improvement), respectively. More excitingly,

we found that the facial attribute detectors trained by the proposed method are competitive

with those trained by the use of manually annotated photos. Note that our work requires no

manually collected training images but automatically mines semantically related training

images from the initial candidate photos and their associated metadata retrieved by facial

attribute keywords. The primary contributions of the work include:

• Devising a generic framework for learning numerous facial attributes by automat-

ically acquiring training images from freely available and growing community-

contributed photos without tedious manual annotations.

• Proposing a robust-to-noise feature selection approach by discriminability voting to

measure visual relevance adaptive to different facial attributes (Sec. 3.4).
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• Balancing visual relevance and contextual cues along with community-contributed

photos to optimize automatic training image acquisition (Sec. 3.5).

• Experimenting on consumer photo benchmarks and showing great improvement in

accuracy for facial attribute detection and superiority to its counterpart which re-

quires costly manual annotations (Sec. 3.6).

3.2 Related Works

Facial attribute detection hasmade remarkable progress through decades of researches.

Moghaddam and Yang [54] propose a gender classification approach using the Support

Vector Machine and showed good results regarding the FERET data set [61]. Baluja and

Rowley [5] further focuse on real-time gender classification based on the Adaboost to

select a linear combination of weak classifiers. The above two works are carried out us-

ing small data sets and highly controlled environment settings. Recently, facial attribute

detection has been shown to be important for retrieving specific people in large-scale me-

dia such as surveillance videos or photo sharing websites. Kumar et al. [41] propose an

adaptive framework for learning multiple facial attributes based on the face images down-

loaded from the Internet with intensive manual annotations. Those user-contributed data

are rich and diverse, thus providing better generalization capability for learning numerous

facial attributes from large-scale media.

However, manual annotation is a burden and unrealistic for large-scale facial attributes

and training images. To address this issue, user-generated content has been used to au-

tomatically identify the correct association between labels and images without any hu-

man intervention. Such new attempts have been shown promising in image classification

[27, 63], object attribute learning [74, 7] and face identity retrieval [6, 52, 70]. Even

though we can easily crawl images with keywords, the Internet images contain plenty of

unmanageable noisy labels. Fergus et al. [27] use latent semantic models to learn object

categories using the raw output of image search engines. They validate a designated cat-

egory in the first 5 images returned from the queries of 7 different languages; however,
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the learning performance is still highly dominated by the limited appearance of the small

validation set. Taneva et al. [70] harness relational facts in the existing knowledge about

named entities for gathering diverse photos of the entities and integrated image-similarity

computations for improving the final ranking. Berg et al. [7] simply leverage text informa-

tion associated with the crawled images and the MILboost [73] to identify the appropriate

attribute type of general object attributes from noisy web images.

The aforementioned works generally focus on object image classification, which are

not appropriate for learning subtle attributes of a face. For facial attribute detection, Ni et

al. [55] used multiple-instance learning (MIL) to construct a universal age estimator. That

work indicates the importance of learning facial attributes by automatically acquired train-

ing images. However, two critical problems are still unsolved in their framework. First,

their work on age estimation is not generic for various facial attributes since it does not

address how to discover the discriminative features for different facial attributes. Second,

they only focus on removing false positives by visual relevance; therefore, the visual-

based noise filtering process might lessen the diversity of the training data and result in

data skew.

In [55, 5, 41], the authors use different combinations of facial features to represent a

face. For finding an appropriate feature set to best represent a designated facial attribute,

Kumar et al. [41] and Zhou and Wei [91] propose different feature selection techniques to

achieve their goals. Multiple feature selection (e.g., boosting) and combination (e.g., late

fusion, fusion via optimization scheme) are active research problems in multimedia analy-

sis and have been investigated to improve learning-based video annotation [74] and image

classification [77]. In this work, we aim to deal with one additional problem – the inter-

ference from the noisy labels along with training images, which pose great challenges for

measuring the discriminative power of multiple features. To tackle the interference caused

by noisy training images, we propose discriminability voting and leverage unsupervised

(unlabeled) images for selecting effective features adaptive to different facial attributes.

Conventionally, people use a verification strategy based on potential visual features

to filter out incorrectly labeled images. This process can resist the interference of noisy
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labels. However, the above process also reduces the visual diversity of images which is

essential for image retrieval [76] and classification [27]. For example, the visual appear-

ance of female faces across locations are very diverse as shown in Fig. 3.1. If the female

images for training are limited in certain groups, the detector might not be able to deal

with general female images. Similar situation also happens to other facial attributes since

the visual appearances of faces have substantial intra-class variation which requires more

consideration for retaining diversity in training data. In order to balance the unfavorable

effects caused by noisy labels and the diversity problem of facial attributes, we propose

to introduce context cues, such as tags or geo-location, to ease the problem of solely rely-

ing on visual relevance. The proposed framework is scalable and can be generalized for

adaptively learning numerous facial attributes. On the other hand, our approach requires

no tedious manual annotations.

3.3 System Overview

As shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) and (b), we first harvest image candidates along with the con-

text from the Internet by keyword queries (Sec. 3.4.1). Then we extract potential visual

and context features (Sec. 3.4.2, 3.4.3). In Fig. 3.2 (c) and (d), we measure the feature

quality (Sec. 3.4.4) and optimize the feature set representative to a designated attribute

(Sec. 3.4.5). The features chosen in the previous steps are then fused for measuring visual

relevance of the training image candidates (Sec. 3.5.1). In Fig. 3.2 (e), an optimiza-

tion framework is proposed to combine both visual and context cues for estimating the

annotation quality of each image candidate (Sec. 3.5.2). We further consider the cues

from geo-locations in Sec. 3.5.3, since photos collected around the world are essential for

training a generalized facial attribute. The candidates with higher annotation quality are

superior training images for learning facial attributes (Fig. 3.2 (f)).
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Figure 3.3: Concept – measuring the discriminative capability of each visual feature
by voting. For a feature space m, a vote is operated by an image candidate (△), a pair
of pseudo-positive (+) and pseudo-negative (−), which are initially labled by textual rel-
evance. If the image candidate is closer to the pseudo-positive (as (a)), it would get a
positive vote, otherwise it would get a negative one. However, if the distance between the
pseudo-positive and the pseudo-negative (dc) is shorter than the distance from both of them
to the candidate (d+ and d−), the vote would be abstained due to insufficient discrimination
(as (b)). More abstained votes accumulated on a feature space indicate that the feature is
less discriminative. By comparing the relative distance, the voting scheme measures the
discriminative capability of different feature space without any heuristic thresholds (cf.
Sec. 3.4.4).

3.4 Selecting Effective Features fromNoisily Labeled Im-

ages

Initially, the images and the associated context from Flickr are acquired as the input.

We try to automatically select effective features for measuring the annotation quality of

candidates.

3.4.1 Harvesting Training Image Candidates

Instead of manually filtering noisily labeled images, our work only requires the users

to define keywords positively correlated to the designated attribute as the input. Taking

female attribute as an example, users provide the keywords, “woman” or “girl” as the

input for retrieving positive training image candidates as well as the surrounding contexts

such as tags and geo-locations (Fig. 2(a)). Similarly, the antonyms of female attribute

such as “man” or “boy” are used as the negative keywords for retrieving negative training

image candidates. If the antonyms of an attribute are ambiguous, the negative training
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image candidates can be obtained through universal background data (UBD) that includes

generalized background data crawled by neutral words (e.g., “people,” “persons”) without

implying any specific facial attributes. UBD reflects the photo distribution across facial

attributes in consumer photos so that it is less biased than defining ambiguous antonyms

for retrieving negative training images. Note that UBD is more effective for the attributes

(e.g., sunglasses) appearing in consumer photos less frequently, because they result in

fewer false negatives. For the attributes (e.g., male) appearing frequently, they often have

clear antonyms for collecting images rather than relying on UBD.

3.4.2 Extracting Multiple Visual Feature Combinations

For precisely analyzing the facial content, the facial regions of each photo are extracted

by a face detection algorithm [72]. Then, the primary facial organs such as the eyes,

philtrum and mouth are extracted. A feature combination, (l, r), represents an aggregate

feature, where l is one element of the set L:{Gabor filter [28], HoG [11], Color, Local

Binary Patterns [57]}, l ∈ L. Every element l inL is a varying low-level feature. The low-

level features defined in L are extracted from one of the facial organs defined in R, where

R:{whole face, eyes, philtrum, mouth}, r ∈ R. Different combinations of (l, r) pairs

constitute M aggregate features ({(l, r)|∀l ∈ L, ∀r ∈ R}). This set provides abundant

options for effective visual feature set selection. In [41], the effectiveness of the above

approach is proven.

3.4.3 Computing Textual Relevance

Given Q+ positive keywords and Q− negative keywords of a desired facial attribute

and its associated text (e.g., tags, titles), the textual relevance tk of the k-th facial image

corresponding to that attribute can be estimated with the following equation,

tk = (

Q+∑
q1

tfkq1 ·idfq1 −
Q−∑
q2

tfkq2 ·idfq2)×
1

Ak

, (3.1)
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where tfkq is the q-th term frequency associated with the k-th facial image, idfq is the log

inverse frequency of the facial images associated with the q-th term. Ak, the number of

faces within the album containing the k-th face, is involved to prohibit top ranked images

from being dominated by certain sources. For some attributes (e.g., beard, sunglasses)

which have ambiguous antonyms (negative keywords), we do not assign any negative

keywords. Under these circumstances, we neglect the influence of negative keywords in

the second term in Eq. 3.1 and measure the text relevance via the use of positive keywords

only. Using the top ranked images, we are able to perform better cold-start 1 and achieve

better performance. We shall discuss this issue in the subsequent section.

3.4.4 Measuring Feature Quality by Discriminability Voting

Feature selection (e.g. Adaboost) is an essential technique for discovering a subset

of relevant features for building robust learning models [41, 91]. The main idea is to

estimate the weight of each feature according to its discriminative capability measured

from the annotated training samples on each feature space. However, keyword-retrieved

training images are very easy to be interfered by incorrect (unreliable) labels, therefore

result in incorrect decision boundaries.

Knowing the limitation of a supervised feature selection process, we further take the

unlabeled images and the pseudo-positives (negatives) into consideration. First, a small

number of images that have the strongest textual relevance are selected as pseudo-positives,

which means they are very likely to be positives. Similarly, the images with the weak-

est textual relevance are most likely to be negatives, therefore are selected as pseudo-

negatives. The concept resembles transductive learning – reasoning the unlabeled image

candidates by the very few labeled ones – but also tackles the interference from possible

noisy labels in pseudo positives (negatives). We propose to measure the quality of poten-

tial visual features by discriminability voting – voting the unlabeled images by exploiting

the discrimination between the pseudo-positives and the pseudo-negatives as an index of

reliability (as dc in Fig. 3.3). The absolute distance between pseudo positives and nega-
1Cold-start problem concerns the issues that the system lacks sufficient information for inferring or

associating the non-annotated data.
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tives on a feature space is an informative cue to evaluate the discriminative capability of

that feature modality. Similar to Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [64], we infer the la-

bel of the image candidate by the distance from them to the pseudo-positives (negatives).

However, KDE estimates probability density without considering the possible noisy la-

bels while our approach would confirm the discriminability dc before voting the unlabled

image candidates.

However, the scale of multiple feature space may be quite different; therefore, mea-

suring the absolute distance between two examples may cause the evaluation to be domi-

nated by certain feature modalities. In contrast, the proposed discriminability voting only

compares the relative distance between examples such that it can be applied to the mea-

surement of multiple feature modalities without concerning the variation of distance scale.

As shown in Fig. 3.3, a vote is determined by an image candidate and a pair of pseudo-

positive and pseudo-negative. The candidate would get a positive vote (denoted as label

1) if it is closer to the pseudo-positive (as Fig. 3.3 (a)). Otherwise, the candidate would

get a negative vote (denoted as label -1). Further, we abstain the votes as uncertainty

occurs. Referring to Fig. 3.3 (b), if the distance between the pseudo-positive and the

pseudo-negative (dc) is shorter than the distance from both of them to the candidate (d+,

d−), the vote would be abstained due to insufficient discrimination (denoted as label 0).

An uncertain vote may come from the weak discrimination of a feature itself as well as

the disturbance of incorrect annotations. We separate those abstained votes from either

positives or negatives to reduce the uncertainty caused by unreliable training images. The

voting scheme requires no heuristic thresholds but only compares the relative distance.

Therefore, it has higher generalization capability to multiple feature modalities without

concerning the sensitivity of threshold setting. The statistics of the abstained votes helps

estimate the discriminative capability of each visual feature. This issue will be discussed

in Sec. 3.4.5.

The voting results are represented as the matrices shown in Fig. 3.4. K image candi-

dates,K+ pseudo-positives andK− pseudo-negatives would induceK×K+×K− voting

results for each visual feature, thus obtaining a feature-wise voting vector (Em) of them-
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Figure 3.4: Voting results – each row (in the orange rectangle) is a feature-wise voting
vectorEm, which represents the voting results of all the candidates conducted by them-th
visual feature. Each sub-matrix (in the green square) is voting results of the k-th candidate,
which represents the labels of the k-th candidate assigned by K+×K− pairs of pseudo-
positives and pseudo-negatives acrossM visual features. See more details in Sec. 3.4.5.

th feature (shown in the orange rectangle in Fig. 3.4). Similarly, every candidate would

be assignedM×K+×K− votes by all the pairs of pseudo-positives and pseudo-negatives

acrossM visual features (shown in the green square in Fig. 3.4). K+ and K− are gener-

ally less than 50 (investigated in Sec.3.6.1) andK depends on the number of the involved

candidates. GivenK = 2000 candidates, the computation time of voting process for a fea-

ture is 2.5 seconds on average for a 2.40GHz Intel Xeon server. Keeping the whole voting

matrices is not required, since the voting results of candidates on each feature space would

be accumulated by the label type (1, −1 and 0), which are denoted as v+k,m, v
−
k,m and vak,m

(cf. Algorithm 1). Our approach only keeps the original voting results Em of any two vi-

sual features for evaluating the mutual similarity (i.e., requiring 80 megabytes whenK+,

K− = 50 and K = 2000). In the next section, we will use the voting results as the index

of feature quality to select the optimal feature set.

3.4.5 Optimizing Feature Set

Generally, importance and complementarity are two kernels of feature selection ap-

proaches [33]. Accordingly, our work exploits the voting results of each feature to evalu-

ate the importance of the feature itself and the complementarity between any two of them.

First, more abstained votes in the voting vector Em of them-th feature, more uncertainty

the feature would induce. Second, more similarity between the two voting vectors implies

less complementarity between the two features. Motivated by the intuitions, we estimate
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Algorithm 1 Voting onm-th visual feature space
Input: the features (F ,F+,F−) of candidates, pseudo-positives and pseudo-negatives
Output: feature-wise voting vector (Em), accumulated positive, negative and abstained
votes (v+k,m, v

−
k,m, vak,m)

cnt := 0;
for all fk in F , f+

i in F+, f−
j in F− do

if distance(f+
i , fk) < distance(f−

j , fk) then
vote := 1;
shortest := distance(f+

i , fk);
else

vote := −1;
shortest := distance(f−

j , fk);
end if
if distance(f+

i , f
−
j ) < shortest then

vote := 0;
vak,m := vak,m + 1;

else
if vote = 1 then

v+k,m := v+k,m + 1;
else

v−k,m := v−k,m + 1;
end if

end if
Em(cnt) := vote;
cnt := cnt+ 1;

end for

the importance um of a visual feature by the number of abstained votes in its voting vector

Em.

um = 1− (1 + e−count(Em=0))−1. (3.2)

The count(Em = 0) is the total number of abstained votes conducted by the m-th vi-

sual feature. Further, the similarity sm,n between the m-th and the n-th features can be

evaluated by the Euclidean distance as follows,

sm,n = 1− (1 + e−∥Em−En∥2)−1. (3.3)

As aforementioned, we want to select those features with the largest importance and the

largest complementarity (the least similarity). We can realize the physical meaning by
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converting it into an optimization formulation [33] as follows,

min
x

M∑
m

M∑
n,n ̸=m

sm,nxmxn −
M∑
m

umxm, s.t. xm ∈ [0, 1], (3.4)

where x : {xm|m = 1, . . .,M} is a vector containing the optimized weights of all visual

features. For a training candidate, the visual relevance is estimated by the voting results

aggregated from different visual features weighted by x (cf. Sec. 3.5.1). The feature

weights not only reduce the interference of less-effective features but integrate the results

frommultiple visual modalities, which bringmore diversity to the estimation of annotation

quality. Eq. 3.4 can be further reformulated as the following equation,

min
x

x⊤sx− u⊤x, s.t. xm ∈ [0, 1], (3.5)

s is an M×M matrix where the diagonal is assigned with 0, and u is an M -dimensional

vector. The equation can be solved by gradient descent method with the consideration of

box constraint.

3.5 Measuring Annotation Quality for Determining Ef-

fective Training Images

The annotation quality of a training image candidate means the possibility that the

candidate is correctly labeled corresponding to the target facial attribute. The candidates

with higher annotation quality have higher priority to be chosen as the training images.

To begin with, we measure the annotation quality from the degree of visual relevance.

Furthermore, the annotation quality would be optimized by both the visual relevance and

the textual relevance (estimated by Eq. 3.1) to prevent the training images from being

dominated by some special visual appearances. For training generalized facial attributes,

we further measure relative visual relevance in a specific geographic location to include

facial images more uniformly around the world.
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3.5.1 Measuring Visual Relevance

A facial image carries essential information for evaluating annotation quality for a

designated attribute, hence we measure the visual relevance vk of an facial image to rep-

resent the likelihood of belonging to an attribute category through visual modality only.

After executing the voting process described in Sec. 3.4.4, each image candidate would

be assigned M×K+×K− votes with labels. According to the assigned labels, the visual

relevance vk of the k-th candidate can be measured as follows,

vk =
M∑
m

xm×vak,m(v+k,m − v−k,m), (3.6)

where x are the feature weights measured by Eq. 3.4, which indicate the effectiveness of

each feature. v+k,m, v
−
k,m and vak,m are the accumulated positive votes (label 1), negative

votes (label -1) and abstained votes (label 0) for the k-th candidate on the m-th feature

space, respectively (cf. Algorithm 1). All the accumulated votes are normalized to [0, 1].

(v+k,m− v−k,m) is considered to favor the images which have more tendency to be positives

than to be negatives. However, it is important to choose the most informative example

for learning a function. One interpretation of this is to choose the examples with high

uncertainty such as the strategy of uncertainty sampling in active learning [71]. Consid-

ering the trade-off, we use vak,m, the uncertainty of classifying a candidate, for moderately

encouraging the candidates carrying informative cues for classification. In the following

processes, the visual relevance vk would be used to rank the annotation quality of the faces

from the visual aspect.

3.5.2 Combining Textual and Visual Relevance

Examining the visual relevance of candidates can suppress the false positives, but sac-

rifices the diversity in visual appearances, which is essential for collecting training images

of a generalized facial attribute. Balancing visual relevance vk and the textual relevance

tk (semantic relevance), we refine the annotation quality score pk for each candidate face
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Figure 3.5: Inherently uneven distribution in user-contributed photos: the data skew in
the web images due to the huge gap of Internet usage, e.g., USA (239 million users) vs.
Tanzania (0.6 million users) [2].

by the following optimization criterion:

min
p

K∑
k

[(1− α)(pk − tk)
2 − αvkpk + γ∥pk∥2]. (3.7)

The first term is to measure the error between the estimated annotation quality and the

textual relevance. The second term is to refine the possible error annotations by the visual

relevance, and the last term is for regularization. The equation favors the candidates with

higher visual relevance vk. α, γ are the parameters used to control the effect of visual

relevance and to prevent the overfitting effect. These parameters will be further investi-

gated in Sec. 3.6.2 for maximizing the system performance. The equation can be solved

by gradient descent which iteratively updates the annotation quality pk starting from an

arbitrary vector. pk is the annotation quality of the k-th candidate image. Annotation qual-

ity means the correlation between the designated facial attribute and the facial attribute in

the candidate image. The higher the pk is, the better annotation quality the k-th candidate

image has. The candidates with higher annotation quality would be chosen as the training

images.

3.5.3 Considering Geo-locations

The statistics of global Internet users [2] reveals that there is a big gap of Internet usage

across countries; for example, 239 million users in USA and 0.6 million in Tanzania.
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So do the numbers for community-contributed photos across countries. Learning with

those biased face distributions neglects the generality of facial attributes, since the visual

appearances of people from the same area are probablymore similar (e.g., Europeans) than

those from other areas (e.g., Asians). Though many applications only concern specific

groups (usually the majority), the proposed approach aims to deal with more general cases

in real life. Thus reducing the geographic bias is critical for the purpose of enhancing

generalization. To tackle the problem, we divide theworld into equal grids, where the grids

containing the continents (solid-line rectangles in Fig. 3.5) are preserved as individual

location groups (totally 34 groups) and the other grids (dashed-line rectangles in Fig. 3.5)

are aggregated to the same location group. We evaluate the relative visual relevance,

which is the Borda rank [9] of a training face candidate within a location group assigned by

the location contexts (e.g., GPS) alongwith the photos containing that face. Relative visual

relevance will favor the training image candidates with higher visual relevance within

each location group, therefore prevents the appearances of training candidates from being

dominated by the same places.

Given a training face candidate with visual relevance vk in a location grid G, the rela-

tive visual relevance gk in its location group is measured by the following equation.

gk = 1− BG(vk)

|G|
. (3.8)

BG(vk) is the number of image candidates in G which have the visual relevance value

larger than vk, whereBG(vk) ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., |G|−1}. |G| is the number of photos collected

in a location grid. To prevent the training images from including too many photos of the

same location grid, we limit the value of |G| to be the number of required training images

divided by that of total location grids. Through the arrangement, the faces with higher

visual relevance within a group are given higher relative visual relevance according to

their location context, hence only a few photos in a location group get the opportunities

to be chosen as the training data. The relative visual relevance gk is further integrated

to the annotation quality measurement for introducing more locational diversity into the
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acquired training images. The optimization formulation in Eq. 3.7 is refined as follows,

min
p

K∑
k

[(1− β)(pk − tk)
2 − βgkpk + γ∥pk∥2]. (3.9)

The sample with higher relative visual relevance gk has higher priority to be selected as

the training samples in that area. Moreover, β and γ are the parameters used to control the

influence of the geo-context and the regularization process, respectively. These parame-

ters will be further investigated in Sec. 3.6.3 for analyzing the merits and the limitations

of the location contexts.

3.6 Experiments

Our algorithm was conducted on up to 0.2 million face images from community-

contributed photos (from Flickr) and the associated context (e.g., tag, title, GPS) as the

candidates for training image acquisition. All of the photos were preprocessed by face

detector and eye detector [72] for more precisely locating the facial components on a face.

Rather than manually labeling the faces with correct annotations, we only input relative

keywords for the designated facial attribute. We will first describe the implementation

detail regarding the threshold setting in the feature selection process (Sec. 3.6.1) and then

show the experiments based on several evaluation metrics (Sec. 3.6.2) to demonstrate the

quality (correctness and diversity) of the acquired images and the superiority of learning

from those freely available images.

3.6.1 Threshold Selection

Our work exploits the few top ranked images as the pseudo-positives and the pseudo-

negatives in the voting approach (Sec. 3.4) and it is important to adaptively determine

a proper number of initial seeds to facilitate effective voting. Typically, the precision of

text-based retrieval would decay when the number of retrieved images increases. More

images retrieved brings more incorrect labels. On the other hand, more images are more

representative to carry out confident voting. To balance the trade-off between the precision
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Figure 3.6: With more pseudo-positives and pseudo-negatives included as the seeds for
evaluating the training image quality, the average margin size (Sec. 3.6.1) decreases be-
cause the rich data tends to mix together and decreases discriminability. To balance the
diversity (more training images) and discriminability, our system progressively increases
the number of pseudo-positives (negatives) until the average margin size nearly flattens.
The approach ensures acceptable representativeness without sacrificing much precision in
the included images.

and the representativeness of the selected images, we compute the average margin size by

averaging the Euclidean distance d(f+
i , f

−
j ) between two data groups, i.e., the pseudo-

positives F+ (f+
i ∈ F+) and the pseudo-negatives F− (f−

j ∈ F−), to measure the dis-

criminability. With more pseudo-positives (negatives), the average margin size decreases

rapidly as shown in Fig. 3.6 because the rich data tends to mix together and decreases

discriminability. To encourage the representativeness along with more training images,

our system progressively increases the number of pseudo-positives (negatives) until the

average margin size nearly flattens. The approach ensures acceptable representativeness

without sacrificing much precision.

3.6.2 Evaluation Metrics

Our work aimed at automatic data acquisition in weakly labeled web images for learn-

ing facial attributes. In the experiments, we show that our approach is able (1) to acquire

correctly labeled images, (2) to enhance classification capability, (3) to select effective

features from noisy image collections and (4) to bring about more classification gain by
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increasing the number of (automatically) acquired training images. Four evaluation ma-

trices were leveraged to investigate the following challenges:

1. Quality of acquired images –measuring 1−P@N in acquired images, whereP@N

means the precision at different number (N ) of the retrieved images

2. Effectiveness in Classification – examining the classification error rate on bench-

mark data [41] using facial attribute detectors learned by the acquired images

3. Robust-to-noise feature selection – verifying the overlaps between the visual fea-

tures selected by manually labeled images and those selected by noisily labeled im-

ages

4. Classification gains as increasing the number of training images – evaluating clas-

sification accuracy of the attribute detector trained with the growing number of ac-

quired images

Without loss of generality, the proposed approach was experimented on six different types

of facial attributes and compared with (a) manually labeled [41], (b) text-based and (c)

PCA-based methods, respectively. (a) represents the oracle by costly human annotation.

(b) indicates the effect of simply including required images based on textual relevance

(measured by Eq. 3.1). (c) has been commonly used in previous works [55] for measuring

visual relevance to eliminate outliers within the same category. For (c), we collected

images by given keywords for the target attribute and performed PCA to filter out the

faces with large reconstruction errors according to the reduced eigenvectors.

Quality of Acquired Images

We evaluate the correctness in the acquired images by 1 − P@100 and 1 − P@200,

where lower 1− P@N indicates higher correctness. As shown in Fig. 3.7, our approach

can effectively acquire images with higher correctness across most of attributes. Compar-

ing with the text-based method, our approach could reduce by 24% the incorrect labels on

average in top 100 expanded images. For sunglasses attribute, the reduction rate reaches

32% by the use of our method. Even the least improved attribute, “kid,” our approach
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Figure 3.7: The error rate in the acquired images: for all the six types of attributes, our
approach can successfully acquire more correctly labeled images comparing with text-
based [27] and PCA-based approach [55], thus ensuring the correctness in the training
images for learning facial attributes.

could still reduce 7% error labeling. In addition, when the number of acquired images

was increased from 100 to 200, the precision of the text-based approach dropped signif-

icantly while our approach still maintained good precision (Fig. 3.7 (d)). One thing to

be noted is that the PCA-based approach performed the worst among the three comparing

methods in terms of precision. Its error rate maintained the highest in the six sets of exper-

iments shown in Fig. 3.7. PCA is effective in extracting the majority of visual contents

from the collected faces. However, when the extracted majority is misled by incorrect

labels, the degradation of performance is even worse than applying other methods. Our

approach considered the visual relevance as well but exploited the proposed verification

strategy (Sec. 3.4.4) to select effective features at first, therefore survived the aforemen-

tioned challenges.

The diversity of acquired images is a critical problem if we intend to learn attribute

detectors by these images. Since textual features possess high semanticmeaning by nature,

the text-based approach (T) acquires visually different images (α = 0 in Eq. 3.7, cf. Fig.

3.8 (a)) but brings much more incorrect labeling at the same time. On the other hand,

acquiring images solely by visual content eliminates incorrect labeling but loses diversity

(α = 1 cf. Fig. 3.8 (b)). Witnessing the drawbacks of the two types of image acquisition

approaches, our work (F+T+V) considered both textual relevance and visual content (α =
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Top N expanded images: elder attribute

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.8: The images acquired by textual relevance (a), which contains many incorrect
annotations (marked by the crosses); by visual relevance (b), which contains dominated
appearances; by annotation quality considering context and visual relevance (c), which
contains both diverse appearances and correct annotations.

Table 3.1: The number of test images of 6 facial attributes from FaceTracer [41], totally
around 1500 images.

attribute elder kid male beard sunglasses African
# of test data 322 315 200 200 322 313

0.45). As shown is Fig. 3.8 (c), the expanded images are semantically consistent but

visually different. In other words, it covers diverse appearances of a designated attribute.

We will demonstrate that the diverse images acquired by our approach greatly advance the

classification capability in Sec. 3.6.2.

Effectiveness in Classification

To demonstrate that our approach can discover effective training images for learning

facial attributes, we adopt an adaptive learning method based on a boosted set of SVM

classifiers [14]. Two key tasks are required, (1) organizing potential visual features, (2)

finding the best feature combination for a designated facial attribute [41]. As described

in Sec. 3.4.2, a rich set of visual features provides higher flexibility for describing var-

ious facial attributes. Here, we train a weak classifier by SVM using a specific visual

feature extracted from the training images. For a facial attribute, the optimal set of visual
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Figure 3.9: The classification error rate (%) of 6 facial attributes using 5 training data
acquisition approaches, (a) manually labeled (M), (b) retrieved by textual relevance (T),
(c) ranked the keyword-retrieved training images by PCA reconstruction error, (d) balanc-
ing context and visual relevance (T+V) and (e) selecting effective features for measuring
visual relevance before combining context and visual relevance (F+T+V). Apparently,
augmenting the freely available photos from the Internet by visual and contextual cues
yields the best automatically acquired training data. Preliminarily selecting effective fea-
tures further improves the annotation quality. In certain attributes, the proposed method
is comparable with manual labeling.

feature classifiers is selected by Adaboost. The combined strong classifier represents the

most important parts of that attribute, for example, (philtrum, color) and (mouth, LBP)

are most important for beard attribute. Through the training process, six facial attributes

were learned by our approach and other data acquisition approaches for comparing the

classification capability.

In the experiments, we use 400 positive images and 400 negative images for train-

ing to evaluate the classification accuracy via the different approaches of training data

acquisition. The text-based approach (T), the PCA-based approach and manual labeling

(M) are adopted as the baselines of collecting the required training images. In the test-

ing phase, we evaluate the attribute detectors by measuring classification error rate in the

publicly released facial attribute dataset, FaceTracer [41], which is composed of facial

images grabbed from the web across various facial-attribute annotations. For fair com-

parison with the related works, more than 1500 facial images in this benchmark collection

and their attribute labels are included as the test data. Table 3.1 shows the exact number

of test images for each attribute in detail.
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Fig. 3.9 reveals that all attributes show improved classification results when textual

and visual relevance were considered for collecting training images. On average, the pro-

posed approach (F+T+V) cut down 23.35% and 38.50% error rate, respectively, when

compared with the text-based (T) approach and the PCA-based approach. The perfor-

mance of our approach was comparative to that of learning by manually labeled images

for most attributes. The exceptions were the elder and the sunglasses attributes, where the

incorrect labeling rate in top retrieved images were much higher (cf. Fig. 3.7). Although

the precision in the raw images (initial input) would affect the quality of training data ac-

quisition, comparing with the text-based approach, our approach still cut down 12.0% and

12.3% error rate, respectively, for the two attributes. The PCA-based approach may make

the majority appearance dominate the training images, thus having little effect upon the

classification model. The same phenomenon happened in the approaches purely relied on

visual content.

It is worthy mentioning that feature selection in noisily labeled images also helps the

classification performance. We simply omitted the feature selection process in Sec. 3.4.4

and used equal weight for each feature when measuring the visual relevance (T+V). The

classification result in Fig. 3.9 (T+V) shows that the overall error rate increased by 5.6%

than that by (F+T+V), the approach with robust-to-noise feature selection. The results

evidence the importance of feature selection for image acquisition. In the next section, we

shall examine whether the feature set optimized by our approach matches the one chosen

by manually training images (oracle) using the Adaboost-based approach [41].

Robust-to-noise Feature Selection

Feature selection aims to identify a set of optimal features for describing designated

facial attributes. The existing approaches can already work on correctly annotated images.

In this work, we extend the capability of our approach to handle noisily labeled images.

We demonstrate the reliability of an optimized feature set by estimating the overlaps be-

tween the selected features (based on images collected by different approaches) and the

top features highly weighted by Adaboost conducted with manually labeled images. Since
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Figure 3.10: The overlaps with the most important features: we compare the number of
overlapped features between those selected bymanually annotated images (most effective)
and those selected by the images collected with text-based, PCA-based and our approach.
Text-based approach and PCA-based approach averagely overlap less than 50% (< 3/5)
features, while our approach overlaps more than 50% (>= 3/5) features for all the six
facial attributes. The phenomenon becomes more apparent in top 3 features, where the
overlap ratio by our approach achieves 100% (= 3/3) for half of the attributes.

the top boosted features are the most vital for discriminating the positive and negative data,

a higher feature overlap ratio leads to better classification capability. Likewise, the boost-

ing process was conducted on the images collected by the text-based approach and the

PCA-based approach for comparison. In Fig. 3.10 (a), we can see that the text-based ap-

proach and the PCA-based approach overlapped less than 50% (< 3/5) (top 5) features on

average. The loss was due to incorrectly labeled images which misled the feature weight-

ing process. On the other hand, the overlap ratio of our approach was more than 50%

(>= 3/5) for all the six facial attributes. The phenomenon is very obvious if the top 3

features were checked (cf. Fig. 3.10 (b)). When we conducted this check, our approach

achieved 100% (= 3/3) for half of the six attributes. This result indicates that the selected

features would be affected by the incorrectly labeled images from text-based retrieval. The

mis-selected features may degrade the classification accuracy as shown in Fig. 3.9 (M)

and (T). Our approach, on the other hand, could survive the challenges caused by noisy

annotations and select similar features as those selected by manually labeled images.
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Figure 3.11: The trend of classification accuracy with more training images (female at-
tribute): manual annotation would confront the bottleneck of annotation effort. We can
conquer the problem through automatic training image acquisition methods. The accu-
racy of our results with 700 training images yielded 79.5%, which outperformed 76.0%
by 400 manually annotated training images. Note again that our approach does not incur
any extra manual effort to expand more images.

Classification Gains as Increasing the Number of Training Images

In this section, we study the relation between the classification gain and the number

of training images. In general, increasing the number of effective training images should

benefit the classification accuracy, but the growth will become slow after the number of

training images reaches a threshold. For facial attribute detection such as gender, age and

race, the accuracy can reach 80% accuracy on average with around 400 to 800 (manually

collected) positive (negative) training images [41, 54, 34]. In our work, we also investi-

gate the classification gains with similar number of training images. Fig. 3.11 (M) shows

the classification accuracy did increase from 69% to 76% if we introduced more manually

labeled images. However, to use manually labeled training images is not a good choice

once the number of images is too huge. The above mentioned problem can be solved by

prior or baseline methods; however, they are not consistently successful. In Fig. 3.11,

learning with more acquired images by the text-based approach and the PCA-based ap-

proach both received good performance improvement when the number of training images

was less than 600. However, when the number of training images was over 600, the clas-

sification accuracy dropped. When our approach (F+T+V) was applied, the classification

accuracy consistently increased from the beginning (100 images) to the end (700 images)

according to Fig. 3.11. A notable phenomenon is that when the number of training images
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: The geo-distribution of top 10 acquired training images for three facial at-
tributes, which are denoted by orange (elder), blue (kid) , green (male) circles. (a) contains
the results by considering visual and textual relevance (F+T+V). (b) contains the results
by the method (F+T+V) and further considering relative visual relevance of each location
group (F+T+G). The images near the relatively intensive circles represent certain training
faces located at that area. Obviously, the training faces in (b) are more widely distributed
around the world and much diverse in appearance comparing with those in (a). Therefore,
using (b) as training images benefits the attributes which require diverse facial appearance
from different locations (e.g., gender, age).

reached 700, the classification accuracy was 79.5%, which outperformed the 76% classi-

fication accuracy obtained by using 400 manually annotated training images. Note again

that our approach does not incur extra manual effort to expand more images. The nature

demonstrates its superiority to its counterpart, generally requiring expensive manual an-

notations. Moreover, our approach can continuously learn from the updated images and

metadata from the Internet without additional human intervention.

3.6.3 Effects of Geo-Context

Finally, we investigate the effects of geo-context. The geo-context enhanced approach

is experimented on the three facial attributes, i.e., elder, kid and female, where the facial

appearance of these attributes are strongly correlated to locations; for example, the Asians

and the Africans have very different facial appearances. The geo-locations help the pro-

posed method collect more generalized training images for those facial attributes as shown

in Fig. 3.12 2. Meanwhile, the correctness is not sacrificed because the relative visual rel-

evance within each location grid is kept in measuring geo-context Eq. (3.9). For the kid

and the male attribute (cf. Table 3.2), the error rate is considerably reduced and very close

to that by costly manual annotations (oracle). For the elder attribute, the classification er-

2For privacy concerns, we only present the facial photos under Creative Commom Liscense.
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Table 3.2: Classification error rate (%): the numbers in brackets indicate the reduced error
rate by the geo-context enhanced approach (F+T+G) comparing with the method (F+T+V)
ignoring geo-context.

attribute elder kid male
our approach (F+T+G) 26.33 (-0.00) 18.66 (-0.67) 24.50 (-3.00)
manually labeled (M) 19.00 18.66 24.00

ror rate stays the same as that without considering geo-context. The possible reasons are:

(1) rather than diversity, the lower precision in the training images of the elder attribute

might be the bottleneck of classification performance; (2) the crawled elder-face images

are less extensively distributed around the world (comparing with the male and the kid

attributes), so that the geo-context does not bring much improvement.

3.7 Remarks

Leveraging the freely available community-contributed photos and their plentiful and

informative contexts such as tags, geo-locations, we propose a generic framework to auto-

matically acquire effective training photos for facial attribute detection. Through the ex-

periments, we confirm the effectiveness of the proposed feature selection approach, which

successfully escapes from the interference of noisy labels (tags) and ensures the correct-

ness in the acquired training images. We also show that the contextual cues can boost the

diversity and keep accuracy in the automatically acquired training images, comparing with

prior methods by limited keyword queries or considering visual relevance only. As the

first work for mining effective training images for facial attributes, we investigate differ-

ent configurations of parameters to optimize the proposed method. Meanwhile, generally

increasing diversity (by contexts) are considerably helpful for the six attributes. We also

show that the proposed framework is promising to alleviate costly human annotations for

learning facial attributes. For the future work, we are to increase the number of facial at-

tributes and further devise effective methods to adaptively optimize the balance of visual

and contextual cues for acquiring training faces for numerous facial attributes.
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3.8 Extensive Applications: Retrieving Images by Facial

Attributes

3.8.1 Face Image Retrieval using Attribute-Enhanced Sparse Code-

words

Facial attributes also benefit face verification [42] and face retrieval [15]. In [42],

their experiments also show that human can achieve salient verification performance us-

ing facial attributes and even only the surrounding context of face images, where the sur-

rounding contexts are strongly correlated to people attributes such as hair style, hair color

and accessories. Meanwhile, our preliminary study [15] has also shown that the semantic

information provided by automatically detected facial attributes can substantially com-

plement the missing contexts. In [15], we propose to utilize automatically detected facial

attributes that contain semantic cues of the face photos to improve content-based face re-

trieval by constructing semantic codewords for efficient large-scale face retrieval. We also

investigate the effectiveness of different attributes and vital factors essential for face re-

trieval. Experimenting on two public datasets, the results show that the proposed methods

can achieve up to 43.5% relative improvement in MAP compared to the existing methods.

These studies evidence that people attributes (e.g., gender, race, hair style) are high-level

semantic descriptions about a person and are effective for people-centric multimedia anal-

ysis. Therefore, we propose to further investigate effective features for learning frontal

and profile facial attributes and conduct consumer photo retrieval by aggregating multiple

facial attributes.

3.8.2 Face Image Retrieval by Facial Attributes and Canvas Layout

Facial attributes are important characters for describing a human face. Nowadays,

because of the prevalence of camera devices, people are growing accustomed to preserving

important moments in life by photos. With an increasing number of personal photos, it

is difficult and inefficient for users to indicate the exact file location in the storage even
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though they are well categorized by time stamps or geo-locations. Some photo sharing

websites employ crowd-sourcing to obtain free tags semantically associated to images,

but the mechanism cannot be duplicated to personal photo management because users

are not expected to actively annotate their photos. Recently, certain commercial software

began to exploit technologies of face recognition and face clustering; such solutions still

lack the capability of searching for scenes with faces deployed in a specific layout. In

light of this observation, we attempt to make consumer photo retrieval faster and easier by

facial attributes, face similarity and overall layout. We are (1) to analyze “wild photos”

with no tag information at all by automatic facial attribute detection and face similarity

estimation [41], (2) to advance search pattern from query by single face instance to query

by multiple attributed faces allocated on a canvas and (3) to enable rapid search response

by block-based indexing approach. The framework has been realized in a touch-based

user interface which allows interactively refining the query canvas [45].
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Chapter 4

Mining facial attributes and social

relationships

4.1 Introduction

The freely available media provide a cost-effective way to obtain demographic in-

formation – the statistics for the user preferences in certain events or locations such as

restaurants, hotels, landmarks, etc., which is essential for marketing, advertising, and rec-

ommendation systems. Such rich information collected from the huge user-contributed

photos reveals diverse activities and preferences and can be treated as multimedia life

“logs.” To deal with the big data, many studies focus on exploiting facial content analysis

such as facial attribute detection (e.g., gender, age, race, etc.) to support large-scale demo-

graphic research. For example, our preliminary study [21] adopted the associated contexts

(e.g., time, location) and the people attributes mined from community-contributed photos

to facilitate profiling consumer activities for mobile recommendations.

In fact, consumer activities and user intentions are not limited in individuals. Group

recommendation, which recommends to a group of people instead of individuals, is vital

for daily life. In Li et al.’s work [46], they analyzed the transaction logs and discovered

that different types of consumer groups (e.g. family, friends, couple) have quite differ-

ent preferences when searching for travel accommodations. For example, family groups
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Couple or Friends?

Siblings or Classmates?

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: It is difficult to determine the pairwise relationships, e.g., couple or friends in
(a) and siblings or classmates in (b), if the observations are limited to the pairs only. Inter-
estingly, the ambiguity greatly decreases when all the faces are considered simultaneously
as shown in (c). The contribution comes from the contextual cues from all the other faces.
The social links resemble a graph parameterized by facial attributes and topological infor-
mation. Therefore, we propose a novel graph representation to model the potential social
subgroups among a group of people and to predict pairwise relationships by leveraging
atomic subgroups in the group photos. (Photo courtesy of Spencer Finnley [1].)

prefer the hotels in downtown areas while friend groups are more concerned about trans-

portation convenience. The discoveries evidence the importance in profiling consumer

groups. However, transaction logs are not easily accessible due to complicated privacy

and commercial issues. As a substitute for transaction logs, group activities can be ob-

served from the growing and freely available sources – social media. As aforementioned,

the large-scale user-contributed media possess a huge number of group photos and the

associated metadata. Besides, mining from the rich media not only improves the accessi-

bility but also escapes from the huge language gaps and culture differences (cf. Fig. 4.8

(a)).

It has been evidenced that the social interactions and relationships can be observed

from the social contexts in a photo [67, 32, 75]; for example, a mother stands close to her

child(ren) and they naturally form a subgroup in the group photo. For group analysis, it

has been shown that the cohesive subgroups represent an important construct to study a

group and individuals [30]. For example, the basic properties of a social group (e.g., a

family as Fig. 4.1 (c)), are organized by the social subgroups (e.g., a couple as (a) and
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siblings as (b)). In other words, the social subgroups provide meaningful features to infer

the overall look of a group.

In addition, social subgroups also play a critical role in understanding individuals, be-

cause individuals are influenced the most by the members of their tight subgroup than

others [31]. For example, if we have identified a social subgroup as a “couple” relation

(as Fig. 4.1 (a)) and have also known the identity of a member (e.g., the wife’s name), the

identity of the other (e.g., the husband) can be intuitively inferred. Because social sub-

groups act as the crucial link to holistic group and individuals, we argue to automatically

discover informative social subgroups embedded in community-contributed group photos.

The mined subgroups would strongly benefit (1) classifying the holistic group types and

(2) predicting the pairwise relationships in a (dense) group photo 1.

Intuitively, the correlation of a social group and its social subgroups resembles that

of a graph and its subgraphs. Using a graph to link faces in a group photo preserves the

social connections among the whole group (e.g., Fig. 4.1 (c)) and does not limit the so-

cial contexts to one or two individuals (e.g., Fig. 4.1 (a)(b)). Therefore, we represent

the faces in a photo by their gender and age attributes 2, and further consider the spatial

proximity among them to form a face graph. Also, we enumerate the subgraphs of a face

graph to automatically discover the potential subgroups in a group photo. Applying on a

large number of consumer photos, we can extract the informative subgroups in the com-

munities, i.e., a vocabulary of face subgraphs. The mined subgraphs are informative to

represent a group photo by a bag of face subgraphs (BoFG), which records the occur-

rence pattern of meaningful social subgroups appearing in certain group types or events.

Taking family-type image classification as an example, we demonstrate that learning by

BoFG achieved 30.5% relative improvement comparing to the state-of-the-art low-level

features for image classification. The proposed framework can excel on photos of more

group types (e.g., nuclear family, friends of different ages, etc.) and further enables in-

vestigating comprehensive demographics in group photos.

1Note that, in this work, we target at group photos with more people since they contain richer social
relationships and are more challenging for the existing technologies.

2Though we only involve gender and age attributes in this work, there is a potential to extend to dozens
of attributes with reasonable detection accuracies (>80%) [42].
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Moreover, the mined subgraphs bring the co-occurrence information from the other

faces, which benefit predicting pairwise relationships in a face graph. For example, the

pairwise relationship “husband-wife” usually co-occurs with a child in the same subgraph.

We demonstrate that using the co-occurrence in subgraphs as features can successfully

predict four typical pairwise relationships in a family photo. Because labeling names in a

photo is very tedious, predicting pairwise relationships is precious to help the association

of faces and names for automatic name annotation. In summary, the primary contributions

of this work include:

• Proposing a novel graph representation to model a group of people in a photo.

• Devising a methodology to automatically discover informative subgraphs, which

resemble the meaningful social subgroups in communities.

• Introducing a novel feature, BoFG, for representing a group of people and demon-

strating its effectiveness in recognizing family-type photos.

• Investigating the various factors, i.e., subgraph selection, learning with kernels and

sensitivity to normalization, which affect the performance of BoFG.

• Arguing to predict pairwise relationships by the co-occurrence information in the

mined subgraphs.

4.2 Related Works

Facial attribute detection is an important technique in facial photo analysis. Dozens of

works demonstrate that the detected attributes are quite helpful for image retrieval [45],

personalized recommendation [21], and face verification [42]. Facial attributes have been

broadly exploited as additional knowledge to categorize or recognize the person of interest.

Since consumer photos usually contain more than one person, the coming challenge is how

to represent a group of persons. In those cases, simply aggregating or averaging attributes

from individuals may lead to information loss. The phenomenon is getting obvious when

the group becomes larger and more diverse in attributes.
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Figure 4.2: Framework – The inputs (a) of our approach are consumer photos containing
faces with automatically estimated gender and age attributes (extendable to other attributes
as well). The faces in a photo are modeled as a face graph (b) by the proposed graph
constructionmethod. From the face graphs, we can automatically discover the informative
subgraphs (c) which resemble the social subgroups commonly appearing in communities.
We propose to represent a photo by a bag-of-face-subgraphs (BoFG) (d). BoFG preserves
the occurrence patterns of social subgroups among a group of faces and acts as effective
features for classifying family-type photos by supervised learning (e). (Best seen in color.)

The early studies tend to predefine several typical pairwise relationships (e.g., mother-

child, sibling) between people to compensate the lack. Singla et al. [67] used rule-based

approach to identify pairwise relationships in photos by a predefined knowledge base. Af-

terwards, Gallagher [32] gathered real statistics of facial attributes, positions, face size to

correlate the social contexts with certain pairwise relationships in consumer photos. Wang

et al.[75] further proposed to involve pairwise relationships as cues for learning the corre-

spondence between facial appearances and their names. Pairwise relationships were also

adopted as an index for personal photo management [89, 81] and aesthetic assessment [47]

when it comes to group photos. The aforementioned works have evidenced that pairwise

relationships concern the arrangement of face positions in a photo; however, they only

focused on a small set of pairwise relations and limited the social contexts to one or two

individuals.

In fact, the social contexts between two persons are only partial factors in inferring

their relationship. In a number of cases, the pairwise relationship is ambiguous when only

two persons are exposed. For example, it is very difficult to identify whether the two

persons in Fig. 4.1 (a) are a couple or just friends. Similarly, we have not enough cues to
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identify the relationship between the two kids in Fig. 4.1 (b). Interestingly, the ambiguity

extremely drops when we observe the holistic faces in the photo (Fig. 4.1 (c)). Merely

relying on the social contexts from a pair of faces neglects the connections with other faces

in the social group. On the other hand, if we consider all the faces and the possible social

links among the faces as a graph, each of them can propagate its contextual cues to the

others. Seeing the potential cues, we propose to exploit the holistic relations in a photo

by a face graph. Graph representation has been adopted for modeling co-occurrences

and geometrical relations among a set of visual words in image categorization [56]. Due

to the large variations in scene and object images, the graph representations are much

complicated and very possible to be interfered by cluttered backgrounds. As for face

graph, it is relatively easy to filter out unintended points of interest by face detection [72].

Resembling to mining the subcomponents in chemical compound [25], we enumerate

all the substructures in consumer photos by subgraph mining [84] to preserve pattern re-

garding both the facial attributes and the topological proximity. Furthermore, subgraph

selection is introduced to reduce the representative dimensionality [53], and thus ensures

the scalability for the proposed framework. In the rest of this paper, we will depict how

to transform a group photo (Fig. 4.2 (a)) to a face graph (Fig. 4.2 (b)) in Sec. 4.3 and how

to discover informative face subgraphs (Fig. 4.2 (c)) as a vocabulary over a set of face

graphs. We will further represent every photo as a bag of face subgraphs (Fig. 4.2 (d)) for

profiling group types or events in Sec. 4.4 and predict pairwise relationships (Fig. 4.6) in

Sec. 4.5. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of BoFG for recognizing family-type

photos (as Fig. 4.2 (e)) and the superior performance in predicting pairwise relationships

in Sec. 4.6.

4.3 Building a Vocabulary of Facial Subgraphs

A rich amount of social subgroups are embedded in a group photo and also shown

effective for understanding group activities and pairwise relationships [30, 31]. We argue

to automatically discover the meaningful subgroups from community-contributed photos.

In our approach, a social subgroup resembles a subgraph in a face graph constructed from
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Figure 4.3: Once the faces in a photo are detected as (a), we depict the basic skeleton of a
group as a minimum spanning tree (MST) (b) weighted by pixel distance of any two faces.
The face vertices are then fully connected as (c), where an edge of two vertices are labeled
by the order distance (numbers on the edges) – the length of the shortest path from one
vertex to the other in the MST, which represents the social order to other members. To
discover potential subgraphs (e.g., (d)) of the face graph, we enumerate all the subgraphs
as (e) by subgraph mining. Each of the subgraphs resembles a certain social subgroup.
(Best seen in color. Photo courtesy of Steve Polyak [1].)

Order 0 1 2 3Age 1 5 10 16 28 51 75

Female 1 5 10 16 28 51 75

Male 1 5 10 16 28 51 75

Vertex Labels Edge Labels(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: For describing a face vertex, the ages are quantized into seven clusters coupled
with gender attribute, thus resulting in fourteen vertex labels as (a). The label of an edge
between two face vertices is the order distance between them. (b) denotes the edge labels
with order distance equal to 0, 1, 2, 3.

a group photo. We first establish a face graph to model a group of faces as shown in Fig.

4.3 (c). Then, we enumerate the potential subgraphs (as Fig. 4.3 (e)) in a face graph.

Applying graph construction and enumeration to all the collected photos, we discover

and select a small set of informative subgraphs, which are analogous to the subgroups

commonly appearing in consumer photos, as a vocabulary for semantic representations.

4.3.1 Graph Construction

We establish a face graph by all the faces in a photo (as Fig 4.3 (a)), where each face is

regarded as a vertex. All of the vertices are categorized by their (automatically detected)

facial attributes. For example, the pink circle means a female who is around 28 years old

and the blue square means a 5-year-old boy. The ages are quantized into seven clusters
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3 coupled with the gender attribute, thus resulting in fourteen vertex labels (cf. Fig. 4.4

(a)). The spatial distance between any two faces is used as the edge label to represent the

closeness of two persons.

The spatial distance between two people is strongly correlated with their interactions

and relationship [35]. Therefore, pixel distance is adopted as an informative cues to mea-

sure the interpersonal relation in a photo [75, 89, 81]. Unfortunately, pixel distance is

sensitive to environment factors like obstacles, atypical poses and culture differences [4].

Another critical problem is how to normalize the pixel distance under various image reso-

lutions and discretize continuous distance into separate degrees of closeness. These con-

cerns make pixel distance lose its superiority (also confirmed in our experiments in Sec.

4.6.4). Actually, for a group of people, “order distance” can be another index to evaluate

the closeness between any two people. Order distance between two faces means how the

group people intervene the space between them. The concept originates from that people

who do not want to interact would seldom arrange themselves with the other side-by-side

[69]. That is, order distance also approximates the tendency to interact in a social group.

The following challenge is how to estimate the order distance of any two faces. Mea-

suring pixel distance will not suffice because people arrange themselves in a free organiza-

tion rather than in a strict line. We have to shape the basic skeleton of a group at first. Here,

we propose to use a minimum spanning tree (MST) to find the basic structure as shown in

Fig 4.3 (b). We first leverage the pixel distance of two face vertices as the weights to find

a unique MST. This way, we preserve the influence of pixel distance in estimating order

distance. Once the MST of a group is obtained, the order distance of two faces can be

estimated by the shortest path starting from one vertex to the other on the MST. As shown

in Fig. 4.3 (b), the order is counted from 0, which means no face intervenes in between,

and steps up progressively as the number of intermediate faces increases. For example,

the order distance between the green and blue squares is 2.

In the face graph construction (Fig 4.3 (c)), all the faces are fully connected using

3The age categories are decided by the social status of a person, including infant, kid, school-age child,
teenager, youth, middle-aged adult and elder, totally seven clusters as shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that the
framework can be extended to other attributes such as race, etc.
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the order distances as edge labels. For example, the edge labels for the edge with order

distance equal to 0, 1, 2, 3 would be denoted as the symbols in Fig. 4.4 (b). Due to the

space limitation, we only show four edge labels in the notation. In real implementation,

the number of edge labels depends on the number and the structure of people in a photo. A

larger groupmay require more edge labels to denote the growing order distance. Due to the

nature of group photos, the range of order distance is bounded 4. After graph construction,

a group photo would be translated into a face graph (as Fig. 4.3 (c)) represented by a 4-

tuple G = (V,E, L, l). V is a set of vertices. E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. L is a set of

labels. l is a mapping for assigning labels to V and E, where l : V ∪E→L.

4.3.2 Enumeration of Subgraphs

In real life, a group of people comprises many smaller subgroups, which are important

characteristics of the group itself [30]. The subgroups resemble the subgraphs in the face

graphs constructed from the numerous consumer photos. For example, Fig. 4.3 (a) is

a family, and the faces of the family form a face graph G in Fig. 4.3 (c). A subgraph

G′ = (V ′, E ′, L′, l′) of G should satisfy the criteria, V ′⊆V , E ′⊆E, L′⊆L and l′ = l.

By definition, G′ in Fig. 4.3 (d) is a subgraph of G. Semantically speaking, G′ is a

subgroup of parents-child and G is the whole family. In this way, we further enumerate

all the subgraphs of a face graph G. After subgraph enumeration, a face graph would be

decomposed into a set of subgraphs as shown in Fig. 4.3 (e). An enumerated subgraph

indicates a social subgroup, which is not limited in two or three people. The subgraph G′

in a face graph G contains |V ′| people, where 0 < |V ′|≤|V |.

To gather various types of social subgroups, we propose to extract the informative

social subgraphs from consumer photos. We categorize the subgraphs which preserve the

same structure and correspondences in terms of facial attributes (the labels of vertices) and

order distance (the labels of edges). To examine the mapping between two subgraphs, we

exploit graph isomorphism which allows us to identify identical subgraph representations

4In our investigation, the informative subgraphs discovered from consumer photos seldom contain the
edges with order distance larger than 4. Therefore, removing the edges with order distance > 4 only has
little effects on mining results.
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among face graphs (photos). In graph theory, an isomorphism of graphs G and H is a

bijection f between the vertex sets of G and H , where f : V (G)→V (H). That means

any two vertices vα and vβ of G are adjacent in G if and only if f(vα) and f(vβ) are

adjacent in H . We write G∼=H . For example, the subgraph G1 in Fig. 4.5 (a) and the

subgraphG2 in Fig. 4.5 (b) are isomorphic (G1
∼=G2) and are categorized as the same type

of subgraph in a vocabulary. The subgraphs G3 and G4 in Fig. 4.5 (b) are isomorphic as

well (G3
∼=G4). Similar to calculating text terms in a document, we can count subgraphs

of the same type in an image. To accelerate the mining process, we adopt the subgraph

mining algorithm [84] which combines enumerating and checking into one procedure. The

algorithm transfers graphs to tree-based codes and apply depth first search to speed up the

mining process. Finally, the face graphs of a set of consumer photosM would generate a

subgraph-image matrix T of |M |×|S|, where S is a subgraph vocabulary mined fromM ,

∀si, sj⊆S, ∄si∼=sj . The m-th row in T contains the frequency of occurrence of subgraph

appearing in them-th image. The i-th column in T comprises the frequency of occurrence

of i-th subgraph appearing in each image.

Actually, enumerating subgraphs is time-consuming when the number of vertices in a

graph is huge. The computation load is relatively light in our approach since the number

of people in a group photo is not as many as the vertices in complicated networks. Besides,

the process would be done in the training phase and the mined subgraphs are general for

different learning tasks. However, the subgraph matching in the test phase is inevitable.

The effort increases along with the size of subgraph vocabulary (S). To ensure scalability,

we further introduce the subgraph selection and representation in the next section.

4.4 Bag-of-Face-Subgraphs

The subgraph vocabulary enables interpreting a group photo by a bag-of-subgraphs;

for example, them-th photo inM can be represented by them-th row in subgraph-image

matrix T . Extending the proposed bag-of-face-subgraphs (BoFG) as features for classi-

fication tasks would confront two challenges: (1) how to reduce costly graph matching

in the test phase, (2) how to translate bag-of-facial-subgraphs into an effective feature
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representation.

4.4.1 Subgraph Selection

We conduct feature (subgraph) selection for reducing the substantially large subgraph

vocabulary generated in Sec. 4.3.2. The huge amount of subgraphs would be a big prob-

lem for scalability in learning models. Besides, it may incur intensive computation for

graph matching in the classification (test) phase, and thus makes it infeasible to analyze

the large-scale social media. Seeing the requirements, we investigate two approaches for

subgraph selection, (1) document frequency and (2) sequential covering, to reduce the size

of subgraph vocabulary.

Document Frequency (DF)

Document frequency (df ), is a manner of feature selection commonly used in text

categorization [87] and visual-words based image classification [85]. dfi is the number of

photos that contain the i-th facial subgraph. According to df , the subgraphs are selected

by how common they are in the whole training data set without considering the class

labels. The approach does not require class labels, and therefore saves the effort to re-

select subgraphs for different classification tasks.

Sequential Covering (SC)

In addition to document frequency, we introduce a feature selection approach, sequen-

tial covering [53], by taking into account the class labels. Sequential covering algorithm

proceeds by iteratively selecting the most discriminative subgraph from the candidates,

by measuring its individual classification capability as provided the class labels. Here we

treat a subgraph s as a feature (and classifier quality measure C(s)) and iteratively select

a subgraph s∗ which has maximum discriminative capability (classification accuracy) in
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the remaining training images compared with the other candidate subgraphs in S.

s∗←max
s

|M |∑
m

Cm(s)

|M |
,

S←S\s∗,

W←W∪s∗, (4.1)

whereW is the selected subgraphs,Cm(s) is the result of them-th training image classified

by s. Cm(s) = 1, if the m-th image is correctly classified, otherwise Cm(s) = 0. The

process would repeat iteratively until the designated number of subgraphs is selected. To

speed up the selection process, we first take document frequency in the training images

as the initial ranking. The subgraphs are initially ordered by the confidence scores (i.e.,

DFs) [48]. The prefiltering step greatly reduces the number of checking processes on the

training images.

4.4.2 Feature Representation of Group Photos

Image categorization and retrieval are research problems of great interest; therefore,

dozens of image features are proposed for solving different challenges. For example, His-

tograms of Oriented Gradient (HoG) descriptor [23] shows its superiority to extract subtle

edge features for human detection. Pyramid HoG (PHoG) [11] further preserves the traits

of spatial layout in the image representation. The aforementioned works have demon-

strated that local shape patterns and spatial information are effective for scene classifica-

tion. As for understanding human activities or group types of a photo, the occurrences of

social subgroups should be more critical than the visual shape patterns. Our experiments

also confirmed that in Sec. 4.7.

Our approach, BoFG, stands as better representation when considering the facial at-

tributes, the social links, and the spatial proximity for a group of people. Motivated by

visual words [68] that extract the local patterns of a image, face subgraphs represent local

relation approximated by the people attributes. The feature representation of bag-of-face-
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Figure 4.5: Representativeness of BoFG for different social groups (e.g., family vs. non-
family). The first and second photos are with the same group type (e.g., family), thus
generating very similar BoFG features ((a) and (b)). The third group photo contains much
different social subgroups, therefore, the feature vector (c) generated from the photo is
quite different.

subgraphs is analogous to that of the bag-of-visual-words [85] and is applicable for group

photo classification. The bag-of-face-subgraphs of a group photo are represented by a

feature vector fj ,

fj = (t1, ..., ti, ...t|W |)
T , (4.2)

ti =
nij

nj

, (4.3)

where W is the selected subgraphs in Eq. 4.1. nij is the frequency of occurrence of the

i-th subgraph appearing in image j. nj is the number of subgraphs in the image j.

The feature vector fj contains the histogram information of each subgraph, and is

normalized by the total number of subgraphs in image j. Subgraph frequency ti resembles

term frequency (tf ) in text domains and likewise each face subgraph is a term and each

image is a document. The feature representation is visualized in Fig. 4.5 (a)(b)(c). The

first and second photos are of the same group type (i.e., family) and possess similar social
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Figure 4.6: (a) shows the mined informative subgraphs (from supervised learning) con-
taining different pairwise relationships including mother-child, father-child, couple and
sibling (denoted by gray triangles and their connected line). For “sibling” relation, the
informative subgraphs often contain a woman or a man, which are possibly their mother
or father. When a query pair of faces (b) arrives, we predict its relationship by checking
the presence of the informative subgraphs belonged to each pairwise relationship. (Best
seen in color.)

subgroups, thus generating very similar feature vectors ((a) and (b)). On the other hand, the

third group photo contains much different social subgroups. Therefore, the feature vector

(c) is quite different from (a) and (b). Accordingly, BoFG can capture the informative

cues of social subgroups in a group of faces.

4.5 Predicting Pairwise Relationships

Through the studies, users are reluctant to annotate photos and even the faces in pho-

tos. The phenomenon makes automatically predicting pairwise relationship (e.g., mother-

child, father-child) by image content more important. Besides annotation by face recogni-

tion, which is still very challenging for (wild) consumer photos, once the pairwise relation-

ships are identified, the unknown identities are potential to be automatically inferred by

partial name labels and their existing social relationships. Traditionally, predicting pair-

wise relationships relied on the social contexts between the two people, such as relative

distance, face size, gender and age attributes [67, 75]. As mentioned in Fig. 4.1 (a)(b),
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the social contexts between two people are really limited, and thus lead to poor perfor-

mance in recognition. However, more contextual cues can be inferred when all the faces

are considered in a holistic way as shown in (c). Therefore, we hypothesize that inferring

the pairwise relationships by the proposed face graph is promising.

The face graph of a group photo may contain many faces which might inevitably con-

fuse co-occurrence measurement. On the other hand, informative subgraphs are poten-

tial to filter out unintended information, and also preserve the co-occurring relationships.

Therefore, we exploit the subgraphs co-occurring with the designated pairwise relation-

ship as the features. In the training phase, we manually label pairwise relationships on a

face graph according to their social relationships in the photo. By subgraph mining (as

the process in Sec. 4.3.2) from the labeled face graphs, we discover the informative sub-

graphs containing the edges labeled with the designated relationship. As shown in Fig.

4.6 (a), the mined informative subgraphs are different for different designated pairwise

relationships (denoted by gray triangles and their connected lines). Taking “sibling” as an

example, the informative subgraphs often contain a woman (circle) or a man (rectangle),

which are possibly their mother or father.

When predicting a pair q (as shown in 4.6 (b)), we first construct the face graph Gq

as the process in Sec. 4.3.1. In Gq, we use graph matching to check the presence of

informative subgraph si, mined from the training images. Finally, the pairwise relationship

r∗ is predicted by Naive Bayesian classifier by taking the image frequency P (si|rl) of the

informative subgraph si in the image collections containing rl pairwise relationship:

r∗ = argmaxrl

∏
i

P (si|rl), (4.4)

Because the subgraphs in Gq is relatively few, appropriately smoothing P (si|rl) is re-

quired. In the experiments, we will demonstrate its superiority against prior work in pre-

dicting four typical pairwise relationships.
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4.6 Experiments

In this section, we will (1) evaluate the effectiveness of BoFG for classifying family-

type photos and then (2) evaluate the capability of informative subgraphs for predicting

pairwise relationships (in Sec. 4.6.6). The techniques of face detection and facial attribute

detection have been developed for years either in academic studies or commercial prod-

ucts. The previous work [42] has shown that the classification accuracy of facial attributes

can achieve more than 80% on average. However, to prevent the evaluation from the error

caused by face attributes, we experiment on the public data set [32], which provides group

photos and the associated attributes of the faces. The data set is collected from social me-

dia (Flickr) with specific keywords, and categorized to family images, group images and

wedding images. We leverage the keywords as the soft ground truth to obtain family-type

images. Totally, 1,167 family images and 1,263 non-family images are retained for ex-

periments which are conducted with 5-fold cross-validation. Note that, we evaluate the

proposed approach by the photos containing at least three faces because those groups are

more complex and very challenging for analysis and prediction. For groups containing

less than three people, the prediction can be intuitively conducted by their attributes and

distance directly [75]. Moreover, the proposed approach involves facial attributes rather

than face identities; therefore, the discovered informative subgraphs are general and cross-

family. In other words, our method operates on a per photo basis rather than a per family

basis. We further investigate vital factors such as (1) different learning approaches, (2) the

mined informative subgraphs , (3) sensitivity to normalization and (4) subgraph selection

to evaluate classifying family photo by BoFG.

4.6.1 Classification

The analysis from text categorization [39] has concluded that Support VectorMachines

(SVMs) is excellent in classification for BoW-like representations. The proposed bag-

of-facial-subgraphs is in the similar paradigm, therefore we adopt SVMs as the learning

method for family photo classification. To maximize the performance, we evaluate three
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common SVM kernels for group classification.

Linear : K(x, y) = xTy,

RBF : K(x, y) = e−γ∥x−y∥2 ,

RBF − χ2 : K(x, y) = e
−

∑
γ

(xk−yk)2

1
2 (xk+yk) ,

where x, y are BoFG feature vectors and γ > 0. RBF kernel can map the training data

to high dimensional space non-linearly, therefore can handle the case when the mapping

between class label and feature vector is nonlinear. RBF-χ2 kernel is another type of

non-linear kernel, which are commonly used in image classification.

Although SVMs is a very powerful algorithm for learning high-dimensional features, it

is deficient in feature selection and can onlywork on fixed (provided) features (subgraphs).

Due to the high computation cost from subgraph enumeration, Kudo et al. [40] proposed a

boosting-based algorithm to couple the subgraph mining and classification, which avoids

wasting time to enumerate non-discriminative subgraphs. In the experiments, the afore-

mentioned kernel-based and boosting-based approaches are both applied to compare the

effects from different learning methods on the proposed feature representation.

4.6.2 Effects from Learning Approaches

As shown in Fig. 4.7, linear kernel results in the worse accuracy by BoFG features,

partially due to the number of training data is relatively few comparing with the adopted

high-dimensional features. On the other hand, RBF kernel can non-linearly map train-

ing data to the high-dimensional space, therefore leads to better classification results.

In our experiments, Chi-square kernel shows its superiority to both linear and RBF ker-

nels, because the proposed features are basically organized by histograms of informative

subgraphs. Actually there is no big difference in accuracy generated by linear and non-

linear kernels, because the proposed feature representations are sparse and discriminative.

Therefore, similar to the cases in document vector or visual word vector, they are more

linearly separable [86]. The classification accuracy of the boosting-based approach also
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparisons for social group type classification (family vs. non-
family) by different features. Chi-square kernel shows its superiority over both linear and
RBF kernels as it has been found excellent in histogram representations (e.g., BoW [85],
BoFG). Note that, the accuracy for using low-level feature PHoG is only 67.94 %.

achieve 88.67%, which is on par with SVMs with linear kernel. We also train a family

photo classifier by SVMs using low-level (and competitive) PHoG feature. The classifi-

cation accuracy only achieved 67.94%, mainly due to the lack of (semantic) social cues

addressed by BoFG.

4.6.3 Mined Informative Subgraphs for Family

In Fig. 4.8, we display the mined informative subgraphs for the two different classes

organized by the number of vertices (|V ′|) in them. Block (a) is the most informative sub-

graphs in family photos and block (b) holds the counterparts. Obviously, the informative

subgraphs in family photos contain faces with larger age gaps (e.g., Fig. 4.8 a-2, a-3, a-

4). Besides, the order distance between two faces are much smaller (most are equal to 0).

That is, the families tend to stand closer to each other. Also, the couple-like subgroups

frequently co-occur with kids in family photos (e.g., a-2). The seniors tend to stand in the

center of a family group (e.g., a-4) such that have smaller order distance and usually link to

the others. On the other hand, the informative subgraphs in non-family groups are mostly

comprised of young people with smaller age gaps (due to the collected dataset photos).

People of the same gender stand together (e.g., b-4) more frequently than that in family
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Figure 4.8: Block (a) is the most informative subgraphs (G′) in family photos and block
(b) holds the counterparts. Both of them are grouped by the number of vertices (|V ′|).
Obviously, the informative subgraphs in family photos contain faces with larger age gaps
(e.g., a-2, a-3, a-4). Besides, the order distance between two faces are much smaller; that
is, the families tend to stand closer to each other. Also, the couple-like subgroups fre-
quently co-occur with kids in family photos (e.g., a-2). On the other hand, the informative
subgraphs in non-family groups are mostly comprised of young people with smaller age
gaps. People of the same gender stand together more frequently than that in family pho-
tos. They might like to arrange themselves in a row (e.g., b-3, b-4); therefore, the order
distance is relatively larger. (Best seen in color.)

photos. They might like to arrange themselves in a row; therefore, the order distance is

relatively larger (e.g., b-3, b-4).

4.6.4 Sensitivity in Pixel vs. Order Distance

BoFG adopts order distance as the edge labels and are free of different photo varia-

tions (e.g., size, face number, etc.). As for pixel distance, the sensitivity to normalization

scale is relatively high. In the experiments, we reveal that pixel distance normalized by

different scales results in unstable classification performance. We quantized the pixel dis-

tance into different scale ranged from 5 to 15 degrees. The normalized distance degrees

are then used as the edge labels. Fig. 4.9 shows the classification accuracy using BoFG

constructed by pixel distance and constructed by order distance. All of them are learned by
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Figure 4.9: The pixel distance adopted in prior work suffers from the high variations in
photo sizes, face scales, number of people, etc. The proposed order distance is more robust
to the variances.

the boosting-based approach. As it shows, the results of pixel distance fluctuate by vary-

ing normalization scales and somehow are affected by the test photos. The proposed order

distance can escape from the instability and perform robustly across consumer photos.

4.6.5 Effects of Subgraph Selection

The large number of features (subgraphs) would inevitably incur heavy computation

cost in learning models and on-line classification. This problem is especially critical for

social media, where the data are growing exponentially. To reduce the size of subgraph

vocabulary, we further select the informative subgraphs by document frequency and se-

quential covering (Sec. 4.4.1). As Fig. 4.10 shows, both subgraph selection methods can

effectively retain only 10% subgraphs but still ensure the same classification accuracy

(89.75% with 4,315 subgraphs), therefore make the proposed framework more scalable.

The performance of sequential covering (Fig. 4.10, DF+SC) is slightly better than docu-

ment frequency (Fig. 4.10, DF). The difference may come from the utilities of the given

class labels, which are provided in sequential covering only. Interestingly, increasing the

number of subgraphs is not always a gain for learning. As the experiment shows, the clas-

sification accuracy notably degrades while the number of features is larger than 30,000.

The drops should be attributed to the overfitting problem in learning from high dimen-
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Figure 4.10: Both the subgraph selection methods, document frequency (DF) and sequen-
tial covering (SC), can effectively retain only 10% subgraphs but still ensure the classi-
fication accuracy and therefore make the proposed framework more scalable. Notably,
besides efficiency, subgraph selection is vital since avoiding the overfitting problem com-
monly observed in learning from high-dimensional features.

sional features.

4.6.6 Performance of Predicting Pairwise Relationships

We use the family photos in [32] for experiments and predict the four pairwise re-

lationships, including couple, mother-child, father-child, sibling. Totally 1,332 pairwise

relationships are labeled in 772 photos (at least 250 labels for each pairwise relationship).

We use one half of the labeled data for training and one half for testing. To verify the sup-

ports from the informative subgraphs, we remove the attributes of the two people involved

in a pairwise relationship. That is, the social contexts between the two people are blind

both in the training and testing phases. The confusion matrix in Fig. 4.11 shows that solely

relying on the information from the subgroups on the face graph can successfully infer the

pairwise social relationships and achieve very impressive accuracy. The results also sup-

port that the additional information augmented by face graph can compensate errors in

estimating social contexts between the pair of faces. We also derive superior performance

(36% relative improvement on the average) as comparing with the confusion matrix of

classification in [75] which are experimented on the same database [32]. For example,
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Figure 4.11: The confusion matrix for predicting pairwise relationships. The results out-
perform those reported in [24] since the informative subgroups provide supplemental sup-
ports for determining the pairwise relationship. For example, the most gain is in “sibling”
since the co-occurring parent-like subgroups bring more supports.

the recognition of “sibling” relationship in [75] is less accurate and is probably due to the

social contexts (relative distance, gender, etc.) between sibling is very ambiguous; as for

our work, the co-occurred subgraphs, which frequently have the links to their parents, can

provide further supports in recognizing pairwise relationships.

4.7 Remarks

We saw the sheer amount of consumer photos, which mostly contain groups of people.

In this paper, we propose a novel graph feature, bag-of-face-subgraphs for describing the

social subgroups in a group photo. The informative subgraphs are automatically discov-

ered from community-contributed photos, which reflect the social subgroups commonly

appearing in the communities. BoFG preserves the occurrence pattern of social subgroups

that are effective for analyzing human-related activities and group types. We demonstrate

the capability to classify family-type photos and achieved great improvement (30.5% rel-

atively) against prior works using state-of-the-art low-level visual features. The proposed

framework considers subgraph selection for ensuring the scalability as well. Furthermore,

the co-occurrence cues in the informative subgraphs can also help predicting pairwise re-

lationships, which benefit inferring unknown identities in group photos and show salient
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improvement over the prior work (36% relatively). In the near future, we will investi-

gate more social contexts (e.g., face angles) and people attributes (e.g., race) to enrich the

potential social interactions in the emerging group photos. Moreover, we will extend the

social groups discovered from the user-contributed photos to inferring implicit interactions

in social networks.

4.8 ExtensiveApplications: Personalized andGroupRec-

ommendation for Tourism

4.8.1 Personalized Travel Recommendation

By intuition, we know that some landmarks are female-favored, and some are male-

favored. So are by other attributes such as race, age. To examine the correlation between

travel behavior and facial attributes, we measure the entropy and the mutual information

in predicting next travel location by facial attributes. Taking the correlation between gen-

der attribute and the travel route from Madison Square in Manhattan as an example, the

mutual information gained from the facial attribute is 0.5329 (bits), about 25% reduction

of the entropy. The result can be illustrated like this, if there are 4 random choices for the

next destination, after knowing the facial attribute (e.g., for the male only), the number

of choice is down to 3. We can see that the preferences can be partially observed by fa-

cial attributes; therefore, the proposed approach involves facial attributes for improving

the recommendation performance. At first, in order to mine the travel information within

each city, we crawl the photos from the on-line photo-sharing websites (i.e., Flickr). We

then use a mean-shift based method on geo-locations of these photos to generate the im-

portant locations in each city for the following user trip mining process. We can further

identify the demographic information (via automatically detected facial attributes) within

travel paths by analyzing the associated photos. By mining the travel patterns users’ day

trips, we further propose two personalized travel recommendation applications – mobile

travel recommendation and route planning, which are entailed by a probability Bayesian
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model and dynamic programming technology [21].

4.8.2 Group Recommendation

In fact, consumer activities and user intentions are not limited to only individuals.

Group recommendations are essential for daily life, for example, recommending a family-

friendly travel path for family group. Beyond the preferences of an individual traveler, the

preferences of a travel group, which may comprise people of very diverse attributes, have

significant impacts on travel planning aswell. Taking a family as an example, recommend-

ing a restaurant preferred by an aged family member (e.g., the father) may not satisfy the

youngers (e.g., the child). Meanwhile, simply averaging attribute scores of each member

in a group may lead to information loss. In Li et al.’s work [46], they analyzed specific

transaction logs and found that different types of consumer groups (e.g. family, friends,

couple) have quite different preferences when searching for travel accommodations. As

a substitute for commercial transaction logs, group activities can be observed from grow-

ing and freely available sources ¡V social media. We will demonstrate that how social

contexts, e.g., travel group types, can effectively improve recommendation services such

as travel recommendation. We will seek the opportunities to leverage these automatically

detected people attributes and social contexts mined from the large-scale photos in social

media and uncover the differences in user behaviors across demographics.
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Chapter 5

Predicting Affective Comments for

Images in Social Media

5.1 Introduction
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Figure 5.1: System overview of predicting Viewer Affective Concepts (VAC).

Visual content is becoming a major medium for social interaction on the Internet, in-

cluding the extremely popular platforms, Youtube, Flickr, etc. As indicated in the saying

“a picture is worth one thousand words,” images and videos can be used to express strong

affects or emotions of users. To understand the opinions and sentiment in such online

interactions, visual content based sentiment analysis in social multimedia has been pro-

posed in recent research and has been shown to achieve promising results in predicting

sentiments expressed in multimedia tweets with photo content [10, 88]. However, these

studies but usually do not differentiate publisher affect – emotions revealed in visual con-
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tent from the publishers’ perspectives, and viewer affect – emotions evoked on the part

the audience after viewing the visual content.

Different from the previous work [10, 88], we specifically target what viewer affect

concepts will be evoked after the publisher affect concepts expressed in images are viewed.

Taking Figure 5.1 (a) as an example, after viewing the visual content with “yummy food”

as the publisher affect concept, the viewers are very likely to respond with a comment

“hungry” (viewer affect concept). Understanding the relation between the publisher affect

concepts and the evoked viewer affect concepts is very useful for developing new user-

centric applications such as affect-adaptive user interfaces, target advertisement, sentiment

monitoring, etc. For example, as shown in Figure 5.1 (f), given an image posting, we may

try to predict the likely evoked emotions of the audience even when there are no textual

tags assigned to the image (namely visual content based prediction). The results can also

be used to develop advanced software agents to interact in the virtual world and generate

plausible comments including content relevant affect concepts in response to multimedia

content.

The link between image content and subjective emotions it evokes has been addressed

in some research on affect [43] and affective content analysis [36]. Meanwhile, from

the statistics of the image sharing website Flickr, around 0.2% user comments associated

with general images comprise the word “hungry” but the percentage will surge to 14%

if we only consider comments associated with images containing visual content “yummy

meat.” In addition, users are more likely to comment “envious” on the image showing

“pretty scene” and “sad” on the image showing “terrible tragedy.” The above observations

clearly confirm the strong correlation between the publisher affect concepts expressed in

the image and the affect concepts evoked in the viewer part.

Visual affect has not been addressed much in terms of the relationships between pub-

lisher affect and viewer affect. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first

work explicitly addressing publisher affect concepts and viewer affect concepts of im-

ages, and aiming at understanding their correlations. Furthermore, we propose to predict

viewer affect concepts evoked by the publisher affect concepts intended in image content.
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Two challenges arise in this new framework; firstly, how to construct a rich vocabulary

suitable for describing the affect concepts seen in the online social multimedia interaction

(Figure 5.1 (a)). One option is to adopt the existing emotion categories [62] which have

also been used for emotional image analysis [78, 49] and affective feedback analysis [3].

However, the affect concept ontology seen in online social interactions, e.g., “cute” and

“dirty” in viewer comments may be different from those used in affect concepts intended

by the image publishers. In this paper, we expand the basic emotions to a much more

comprehensive vocabulary of concepts, called viewer affect concepts (VAC). We propose

to discover a large number of VACs (about 400) directly frommillion-scale real user com-

ments associated with images on Flickr to represent the evoked affect concepts in viewer

comments as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). Specifically, we focus on VACs defined as adjec-

tives that occur frequently in viewer comments and reveal strong sentiment values.

The second challenge is how to model the correlations between publisher affect con-

cepts and viewer affect concepts. We propose to measure such statistical correlations by

mining from surrounding metadata of images (i.e., descriptions, title, tags) and their as-

sociated viewer feedback (i.e., comments). We develop a Bayes probabilistic model to

estimate the conditional probabilities of seeing a VAC given the presence of publisher

affect concepts in an image, as shown in Figure 5.1 (d). Furthermore, the mined corre-

lations are used to predict the VACs by automatically detecting publisher affect concepts

from image content (Figure 5.1 (c)) without needing the metadata tags of an image.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we design several inter-

esting applications – recommend best images for each target VAC (Figure 5.1 (e)), and

predict the VACs given a new image (Figure 5.1 (f)). In addition, we show how VACs

may lead to designs of novel agent software that is able to select high quality comments for

virtual social interaction (Figure 5.1 (g)). The results also suggest the potential of using

VAC modeling in influencing audience opinions; for example, the automatically selected

comments, when perceived as plausible and relevant, may help elicit more favorable re-

sponses from the targeted audiences.

The novel contributions of this paper include,
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• hundreds of VACs automatically discovered from millions of comments associated

with images of strong affective values.

• a novel affect concepts analysis model that explicitly separates the publisher and

viewer affect concepts and characterize their probabilistic correlations.

• a higher than 20% accuracy gain in content-based viewer affect concept prediction

compared to the baseline by using publisher affect concepts only.

• novel applications enabled by the proposed affect concept correlation model includ-

ing image recommendation for targeted affect concepts and social agent software

with the automated commenting ability.

5.2 Related Work

Making machine behave like human – not only at the perception level but also the

affective level – is of great interest to researchers. Similar motivations have driven recent

research in high-level analysis of visual aesthetics [24], interestingness [38] and emotion

[49, 36, 78, 65]. These studies attempted to map low level visual features to high-level

affect classes. Despite the promising results, the direct mapping from low level features

is quite limited due to the well-known semantic gap and the emotional gap as discussed

in [78]. Facing such challenges, recently a new approach advocates the use of mid-level

representations, built upon Visual Sentiment Ontology and SentiBank classifiers [10]. It

discovers about 3,000 visual concepts related to 8 primary emotions defined at multiple

levels in [62]. Each visual sentiment concept is defined as an adjective-noun pair (e.g.,

“beautiful flower,” “cute dog”), which is specifically chosen to combine the detectability

of the noun and the strong sentiment value conveyed in adjectives. The notion of mid-

level representation was also studied in [88], in which attributes (e.g., metal, rusty) were

detected in order to detect high-level affect classes.

However, the aforementioned work on visual sentiment analysis only focuses on the

affect concepts expressed by the content publishers, rather than the evoked emotions in
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the viewer part. For example, a publisher affect concept “yummy food” expressed in the

image often triggers VACs like “hungry” and “jealous.” Analysis of review comments

has been addressed in a broad spectrum of research, including mining opinion features in

customer reviews [37], predicting comment ratings [66] and summarizing movie reviews

[92]. Most of these studies focus the structures, topics and personalization factors in the

viewer comments without analyzing the content of the media being shared. In this pa-

per, we advocate that viewer responses are strongly correlated with the content stimuli

themselves, especially for the visual content shared in social media. Thus, a robust VAC

prediction system will need to take into account the publisher affect concepts being re-

vealed in the visual content. Analogous to the large concept ontology constructed for the

visual sentiment in [10], we believe a large affect concept pool can be mined from the

viewer comments. Such viewer affect concepts offer an excellent mid-level abstraction of

the viewer emotions and can be used as a suitable platform for mining the correlations be-

tween publisher and viewer affects (e.g., “yummy” evokes “hungry,” “disastrous” evokes

“sad”).

In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss viewer affect concept discovery in Sec-

tion 5.3 and further introduce the publisher-viewer affect concept correlation model in

Section 5.4. The experiments for three applications, image recommendation, viewer af-

fect concept prediction and automatic commenting assistant, will be shown in Section 5.5,

with conclusions in Section 5.6.

5.3 Viewer Affect Concept Discovery

This section presents how and what VACs are mined from viewer comments. We

introduce the strategy for crawling observation data, then a post-processing pipeline for

cleaning noisy comments and finally the criteria for selecting VACs.

Online user comments represent an excellent resource for mining viewer affect con-

cepts. It offers several advantages: (1) the comments are unfiltered and thus preserving the

authentic views, (2) there are often a large volume of comments available for major social

media, and (3) the comments are continuously updated and thus useful for investigating
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trending opinions. Since we are primarily interested in affects related to visual content,

we adopt the semi-professional social media platform Flickr to collect the comment data.

To ensure we can get data of rich affects, we first search Flickr with 24 keywords (8 pri-

mary dimensions plus 3 varying strengths) defined in Plutchik’s emotion wheel defined

in psychology theories [62]. Search results include images from Flickr that contain meta-

data (tags, titles, or descriptions) matching the emotion keywords. We then crawl the

comments associated with these emotional images as the observation data. The number

of comments for each emotion keyword is reported in Table 5.1, totally around 2 million

comments associated with 140,614 images. To balance the impact from each emotion on

the mining results, we sample 14,000 comments from each emotion, resulted in 336,000

comments for mining VACs.

The crawled photo comments usually contain rich but noisy text with a small portion

of subjective terms. According to the prior study of text subjectivity [79, 12], adjectives

usually reveal higher subjectivity which are informative indicators about user opinions

and emotions. Following this finding, we apply part-of-speech tagging [8] to extract ad-

jectives. To avoid the confusing sentiment orientation, we exclude the adjectives within

a certain neighborhood of negation terms like “not” and “no.” Additionally, to reduce

the influence by spams, we also remove the hyperlinks and HTML tags contained in the

comments.

We focus on sentimental and popular terms which are often used to indicate viewer af-

fective responses. Per the first criterion, we measure the sentiment value of each adjective

by SentiWordNet [26]. The sentiment value ranges from −1 (negative sentiment) to +1

(positive sentiment). We take the absolute value to represent the sentiment strength of a

given adjective. To this end, we only keep the adjectives with high sentiment strength (at

least 0.125) and high occurrence frequency (at least 20 occurrences). Totally 400 adjec-

tives are selected as viewer affect concepts (VACs). Table 5.2 presents the example VACs

of positive and negative sentiment polarities, respectively.
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Table 5.1: Flickr training corpus for mining viewer affect concepts corresponding to the
24 emotions defined in psychology.

emotion keywords (# comments)
ecstasy (30,809), joy (97,467), serenity (123,533)

admiration (53,502), trust (78,435), acceptance (97,987)
terror (44,518), fear (103,998), apprehension (14,389)

amazement (153,365), surprise (131,032), distraction (134,154)
grief (73,746), sadness (222,990), pensiveness (25,379)
loathing (35,860), disgust (83,847), boredom (106,120)
rage (64,128), anger (69,077), annoyance (106,254)

vigilance (60,064), anticipation (105,653), interest (222,990)

Table 5.2: The example VACs of positive and negative sentiment mined from viewer
comments.

sentiment polarity viewer affect concepts (VACs)

positive
beautiful, wonderful, nice, lovely, awesome,
amazing, fantastic, cute, excellent, interesting
delicious, lucky, attractive, happy, adorable

negative
sad, bad, sorry, scary, dark,

angry, creepy, difficult, poor, sick
stupid, dangerous, freaky, ugly, disturbing

5.4 Publisher-Viewer Affect Correlation

Given an image, we propose to predict the evoked VACs by (1) detecting publisher

affect concepts (PACs) in the image content and (2) utilizing the mined co-occurrences

between PACs and VACs. This process considers the PACs as the stimuli and aims at

exploring the relationships between the stimuli and evoked VACs.

5.4.1 Publisher Affect Concepts

We adopt 1,200 sentiment concepts defined in SentiBank [10] as the PACs in image

content (Figure 5.1 (c)). As mentioned earlier, these concepts are explicitly selected based

on the typical emotion categories and data mining from images in social media. Each con-

cept combines a sentimental adjective concept and a more detectable noun concept, e.g.,

“beautiful flower,” “stormy clouds.” The advantage of adjective-noun pairs is its capabil-

ity to turn a neutral noun like “dog” into a concept with strong sentiment like “dangerous

dog” and make the concept more visually detectable, compared to adjectives only.

The concept ontology spreads over 24 different emotions [62] which capture diverse
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publisher affects to represent the affect content. SentiBank includes 1200 PACs learned

by low-level visual features (color, texture, local interest points, geometric patterns), ob-

ject detection features (face, car, etc.), and aesthetics-driven features (composition, color

smoothness, etc.). According to the experiment results in [10], all of the 1,200 ANP de-

tectors have F-score greater than 0.6 over a controlled testset.

As shown in Figure 5.1 (c), given an image di, we apply SentiBank detectors to es-

timate the probability of the presence of each publisher affect concept pk, denoted as

P (pk|di). Such detected scores will be used to perform automatic prediction of affect

concepts to be described in details later.

Another version of the PAC data use the “ground truth” labels found in the image

metadata for the 1,200 PACs. In other words, we detect the presence of each PAC in the

title, tags, or description of each image. Such ground truth PAC data will be used in the

next section to mine the correlation between PACs and VACs. One potential issue with

using such metadata is the false miss error - images without explicit labels of a PAC may

still contain content of the PAC. We will address this issue by a smoothing mechanism

discussed in Section 5.4.3.

5.4.2 Bayes Probabilistic Correlation Model

We apply Bayes probabilistic models and the co-occurrence statistics over a train-

ing corpus from Flickr to estimate the correlations between PACs and VACs. Specially,

we used the 3 million comments associated with 0.3 million images containing rich PAC

keywords crawled from Flickr 1 as the training data. Given a VAC vj , we compute its

occurrences in the training data and its co-occurrences with each PAC pk over the training

data θ. The conditional probability P (pk|vj) can then be determined by,

P (pk|vj; θ) =
∑|D|

i=1BikP (vj|di)∑|D|
i=1 P (vj|di)

, (5.1)

1The training corpus [10] containing the Flickr images and their metadata are downloaded from http:
//www.ee.columbia.edu/ln/dvmm/vso/download/flickr_dataset.html
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where Bik is a variable indicating the presence/absence of pk in the publisher provided

metadata of image di and |D| is the number of images. P (vj|di) is measured by the

occurrence counting of vj in comments associated with images. Given the correlations

P (pk|vj; θ), we can measure the likelihood of a given image di and a given VAC vj by

multivariate Bernoulli formulation [50].

P (di|vj; θ) =
|A|∏
k=1

(P (pk|di)P (pk|vj; θ) (5.2)

+(1− P (pk|di))(1− P (pk|vj; θ))).

A is the set of PACs in SentiBank. P (pk|di) can be measured by using the scores of

SentiBank detectors (cf. Section 5.4.1), which approximate the probability of PAC pk

appearing in image di. Here, PACs act as shared attributes between images and VACs,

resembling the probabilistic model [50] for content-based recommendation [59].

Based on the above probabilistic model, we can answer the question – what is the

possibility that an image will evoke a specific VAC. This is very useful for the application

of target advertisement applications - selecting themost possible images that will stimulate

the given VAC.

Conversely, we can measure the posterior probability of VACs given a test image di

by Bayes’ rule,

P (vj|di; θ) =
P (vj|θ)P (di|vj; θ)

P (di|θ)
. (5.3)

P (vj|θ) can be determined by the frequency of VAC vj appearing in the training data and

P (di|θ) is assumed equal over images. The above equation is useful for another interesting

application – given an image, we can predict the most possible VACs by the posterior

probability in Eq. 5.3. We will demonstrate the performance of these two applications in

Section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3, respectively.
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5.4.3 Smoothing

In this subsection, we address the issue of the missing associations – unobserved cor-

relations between PACs and VACs. For example, a PAC “muddy dog” will likely trigger

the VAC “dirty,” but there are no viewer comments comprising this VAC in our data.

To deal with such unobserved associations, we propose to add a smoothing factor in the

probabilistic model.

Intuitively, some publisher affect concepts share similar semantic or sentimental mean-

ing; for example, “muddy dog” and “dirty dog.” More examples can be found in the 1200

publisher affect concepts in SentiBank [10], e.g., “weird cloud” and “strange cloud,” “de-

licious food” and “delicious meat.” To this end, we propose to apply collaborative filtering

techniques to fill the potential missing associations. The idea is to use matrix factorization

to discover the latent factors of the conditional probability (P (pk|vj) defined in Eq. 5.1)

and use the optimal factor vectors tj , sk for smoothing missing associations between PAC

pk and VAC vj . The matrix factorization formulation can be expressed as follows,

min
t,s

∑
k,j

(P (pk|vj)− tj
T sk)

2, (5.4)

Note that, we specifically use non-negative matrix factorization [44] to guarantee the

smoothed associations are all non-negatives which can fit the calculation in the proba-

bilistic model. The approximated associations between PAC pk and VAC vj can then be

smoothed as follows,

P̂ (pk|vj) = tj
T sk. (5.5)

With the smoothed correlations P̂ (pk|vj), given a VAC vj , the likelihood with an image

di is reformulated as,
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Figure 5.2: Examples of recommended images for each target view affect concept.

P (di|vj; θ) =
|A|∏
k=1

(P (pk|di)P̂ (pk|vj) (5.6)

+(1− P (pk|di))(1− P̂ (pk|vj))).

To avoid floating-point underflow when calculating products of probabilities, all of the

computations are conducted in the log-space.

5.5 Applications and Experiments

5.5.1 Dataset for Mining and Evaluation

This section introduces the dataset for mining PAC-VAC correlations and the addi-

tional dataset for evaluation. All the images, publisher provided metadata and comments

are crawled from Flickr.

(a) Dataset for mining correlations between PAC and VAC comprises comments

associated with the images (along with descriptions, tags and titles) of 1200 publisher af-

fect concepts publicly released by SentiBank [10]. Totally, around 3 million comments

associated with 0.3 million images are collected as the training data. On the average, an

images is commented by 11 comments, and a comment comprises 15.4 words. All the
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comments are further represented by 400 VACs for mining PAC-VAC correlations. Table

5.3 reports the example mined PAC-VAC correlations ranked by P (pk|vj) (cf. Eq. 5.1)

and filtered by statistical significance value (p-value). PAC and the evoked VACs may

be related but not exactly the same, e.g., “hilarious” for “crazy cat,” “delicate” for “pretty

flower” and “hungry” for “sweet cake.” In some cases, their sentiment are even extremely

different, e.g., “cute” for “weird dog” and “scary” for “happy halloween.” Because PAC

may evoke varied VACs, further considering PAC-VAC correlations will benefit under-

standing viewer affect concepts. We will demonstrate how PAC-VAC correlations benefit

viewer-centric applications in the following sections.

(b) Test image dataset contains 11,344 images from the public dataset [10] to conduct

the experiments for the proposed three applications, image recommendation by viewer

concepts (Section 5.5.2), viewer affect concept prediction (Section 5.5.3), and automatic

commenting by viewer affect concepts (Section 5.5.4). Note that, the images from the

databases (a) and (b) are not overlapped.

5.5.2 Image Recommendation for Target Affect Concepts

The first application is to recommend the images which are most likely to evoke a

target VAC. Given a VAC vj , the recommendation is conducted by ranking images over

the likelihood P (di|vj) measured by Eq. 5.6. For each VAC, 10 positive images and 20

negative images are randomly selected from the test database (cf. Section 5.5.1 (b)) for

evaluation. The ground truth of VAC for each image is determined by whether the VAC

can be found in the comments associated with this image. For example, if the VACs

“nice,” “cute” and “poor” are found in the comments of an image, then this image will

be a positive sample for “nice,” “cute” and “poor” VAC image recommendation. The

performance is evaluated by average precision (AP) over 400 mined VACs.

As shown in Table 5.4, the mean value of the average precision of the 100 most pre-

dictable VAC is around 0.5321. MeanAP exceeds 0.42 in the best 300VACs and decreases

to 0.3811 over the entire set of 400 VACs. Figure 5.2 shows the top five recommended

images of 10 sampled VACs sorted by average precision from top to bottom. We found
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Table 5.3: The significant VACs for example PACs ranked by PAC-VAC correlations.
PAC #1 VAC #2 VAC #3 VAC

tiny dog cute adorable little
weird dog weird funny cute
crazy cat hysterical crazy hilarious

cloudy morning ominous serene dramatic
dark woods mysterious spooky moody

powerful waves dynamic powerful sensational
wild water dangerous dynamic wild

terrible accident terrible tragic awful
broken wings fragile poignant poor
bright autumn bright delightful lovely
creepy shadow creepy spooky dark
happy halloween spooky festive scary
pretty flowers delicate joyful lush
fresh leaves fresh green vibrant
wild horse wild majestic healthy
silly girls sick funny cute
mad face mad funny cute

beautiful eyes expressive intimate confident
sweet cake yummy hungry delicious

nutritious food healthy yummy delicious
shiny dress shiny sexy gorgeous

colorful building colourful vivid vibrant
haunted castle spooky mysterious scary

Table 5.4: Performance of image recommendation for target VACs.
top VACs 100 200 300 overall
MAP 0.5321 0.4713 0.4284 0.3811

that the most predictable VACs are usually of higher visual content and semantic consis-

tency. For example, top recommended images for “splendid” affect concept are correlated

with beautiful scenic views (e.g., rank #1, #2, #3 in Figure 5.2) while the “festive” images

usually display warm color tones. That suggests the viewers usually have common evoked

affect concepts for these types of visual content. Moreover, our approach can recommend

images containing more diverse semantics in visual content (e.g., “freaky” and “creepy”),

because it aims to learn PAC-VAC correlations from a large pool of image content with

rich comments (millions).

As discussed in Section 5.5.1, the comments associated with images are naturally

sparse (averagely 11 comments for each image and 15.4 words per comment in our training
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Table 5.5: The performance of viewer affect concept prediction given a new image.
method PAC-only [10] Corr
overlap 0.2295 0.4306 (+20.1%)
hit rate 0.4333 0.6231 (+19.0%)

hit rate (3) 0.3106 0.5395 (+22.9%)

data) and leads to many missing associations. For example, the top 1 and 2 recommended

images for “delightful” actually comprise smile, which likely evokes “delightful” affect

concept. But because this term was never used in the comments of the images, it was

treated as incorrect prediction even though the results should be right upon manual in-

spection. In general, the VACs without clear concensus among viewers (e.g., “unusual”

and “unique”) usually are less predictable by the proposed approach.

5.5.3 Evoked Viewer Affect Concept Prediction

The second application, viewer affect concept prediction, is opposite to the aforemen-

tioned image recommendation. Given an image di, we aim at predicting the most possible

VACs stimulated by this image. We measure the posterior probability of each VAC vj

by the probabilistic model in Eq. 5.3. The higher posterior probability means the more

likely that the VAC vj will be evoked by the given image di. In addition, we compare our

method (Corr) with the baseline using PACs [10] only. Given a test image, the baseline

method (PAC-only) chooses all the VACs appearing in the comments associated with the

training images which comprises the PACs with the highest detection scores in the test

image. In contrast, our method (Corr) considers the soft detection scores of all PACs and

use the PAC-VAC correlations described in Eq. 5.3 to rank VACs based on P (vj|di; θ).

The predicted VACs are the VACs with probabilities higher than a threshold. For fair

comparisons without being affected by sensitivity of threshold setting, the threshold is set

to include the same number of VACs predicted by the baseline method.

The test images are selected from database (b) described in Section 5.5.1 and each test

image has comments comprising at least one VAC. Totally 2,571 test images are evaluated

by the two performance metrics, overlap ratio and hit rate. Overlap ratio indicates how
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many predicted VACs are covered by the ground truth VACs, normalized by the union of

predicted VACs and ground truth VACs.

overlap =
|{groundtruthV ACs} ∩ {predictedV ACs}|
|{groundtruthV ACs} ∪ {predictedV ACs}|

. (5.7)

As shown in Table 5.5, the overlap of our approach (Corr) outperforms the baseline ap-

proach by 20.1%. The higher overlap indicates higher consistency between the predicted

VACs and the ground truth VACs given by real users.

Considering the sparsity in comments, the false positives in the predicted VACs may

be simply missing but actually correct. To address such missing label issue, we further

evaluate hit rate, that is, the percentage of the test images that have at least one predicted

VAC hitting the ground truth VACs. Hit rate is similar to overlap ratio but deemphasizes

the penalty of false positives in the predicted VACs. As shown in Table 5.7, our approach

achieves 19.0% improvement in overall hit rate compared to the baseline. The gain is even

higher (22.9%) if the hit rate is computed only for the top 3 predicted VACs (hit rate (3)).

Some example prediction results are shown in Figure 5.3 (e.g., “gorgeous,” “beautiful”

for image (a) and “lovely,” “moody,” “peaceful” for image (b)). In the next section, we

will introduce how to exploit the predicted VACs in generating comments for images, for

which subjective evaluation will be used instead of the aforementioned overlap and hit

ratios.

5.5.4 Automatic Commenting Assistant

Wepropose a novel application – given an image, automatically recommend comments

containing the most likely VACs predicted based on image content. Automatic comment-

ing is an emerging function in social media 2, aiming at generating comments for a given

post, e.g., tweets or blogs, by observing the topics and opinions appearing in the con-

tent. However, commenting image has never been addressed because of the difficulty in

understanding visual semantics and visual affects. Intuitively, commenting behavior is

strongly influenced by viewer affect concepts. This motivates us to study automatically
2More details regarding commenting bot is introduced in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitterbot
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commenting images by the proposed viewer affect concept prediction.

The proposed method (Corr) considers the PACs detected from the visual content and

the PAC-VAC correlations captured by the Bayesian probabilistic model described in Sec-

tion 5.4.2. First, we detect the PACs in the test image and construct a candidate comment

pool by extracting comments of images in the training set that contain similar PACs (the

top 3 detected PACswith the highestP (pk|di)) in the visual content. Each comment is rep-

resented by bag-of-viewer-affect-concepts as a vector Cl, indicating the presence of each

VAC in that comment. Meanwhile, the test image is represented by a vector Vi consisting

of the posterior probability P (vj|di) (cf. Eq. 5.3) of each VAC given the test image, di.

The relevance between a comment and the test image is measured by their inner product

sli = Cl · Vi. Finally, we select the comment with the highest relevance score sli from

the candidate comment pool for automatic commenting. Note that, the images, which are

used to extract comments in the candidate pool, do not overlap with the test image set. We

compare our method with the two baselines (1) PAC-only: selecting one of the comments

associated with another image having the most similar PAC to that of the test image and

(2) Random: randomly selecting a comment from the comments of training images.

We conduct user study to evaluate the automatic commenting quality in terms of (1)

plausibility, (2) specificity to the image content and (3) whether it is liked by users. Totally,

30 users are involved in this experiment. Each automatic comment is evaluated by three

different users to avoid potential user bias. Each user is asked to evaluate 40 automatic

comment, each is generated for a test image. The users are asked to rate the comment

in three different dimensions (score from 1 to 3 in each dimension), Plausibility: how

plausible the comment given the specific image content; Specificity: how specific the

comment is to the image content;Like: howmuch does the user like the comment. Totally,

400 image-comment pairs are included in this investigation.

As shown in Figure 5.4, the most gain appears in plausibility where our method signif-

icantly outperforms the other two baselines (PAC-only) and (Random) by 35% and 56%

(relative improvement), respectively. Additionally, the proposed approach also clearly

improves specificity of the generated comments to the visual content in the image. For
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gorgeous'composi,on!'what'a'beau,ful'place'
to'be!'

great'super'moon'shot'and'nice'tutorial'too!'

I'was'in'my'car'screaming'that'I'didn't'have'my'
camera.'Beau,fully'done!'

This'beau,ful'photo'is'reminiscent'of'a'
Maxfield'Parrish'pain,ng,'at'least'to'my'eyes.'

(d)'

(a)'

(b)'

(c)'

Cool'shot'with'the'haze'in'the'background.'
Must'be'early'morning'late'spring?'

lovely'moody'shot'I'so'peaceful!''

they'are'so'cute'when'they'curl'up'like'this'to'
sleep..nice'capture'

EpauleKes'might'make'it'look'a'liKle'longI
necked...'

Figure 5.3: Example results of VAC prediction and automatic comment selection.

example, comments containing the affect concept “cute” are selected by our methods for

images containing “dog,” “kid.” Our method (Corr) produces comments that are more

liked by users. The potential reasons are, (1) our methods tend to include viewer affect

concepts that comprise more emotional words and thus evoke stronger responses from the

subjects; (2) ourmethod uses the correlationmodel that tries to learn the popular comment-

ing behavior discovered from real comments in social multimedia, as described in Section

5.4.2. Overall, commenting by our method has the quality closest to original real com-

ment. Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) shows a few plausible and content relevant fake comments

(dashed) automatically generated by the proposed commenting robot. One additional find-

ing is if selected comments mention incorrect objects (“moon” in (c)) or actions (“sleep”

in (d)) in the given image, users can easily distinguish them from the real ones. This

points out interesting future refinement by incorporating object detection in the automatic

commenting process.
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Figure 5.4: Subjective quality evaluation of automatic commenting for image content.

In another evaluation scheme, we focus on plausibility of the faked comments. Each

test includes an image, one original comment and the fake comments selected by the pro-

posed method and the baseline (Random). User is asked to decide which one of the four

comments is most plausible given the specific image. Comments generated by content-

aware method can confuse the users in 28% of times, while the real comment was consid-

ered to be most plausible in 61% of times. This is quite encouraging given the fact that our

method is completely content-based, namely the prediction is purely based on analysis of

the image content and the affect concept correlation model. No textual metadata of the

image was used. It is also interesting that 11% of randomly selected comments are judged

to be more plausible than the original real comment. However, as discussed earlier, such

random comments tend to have poor quality in terms of content specificity.

5.6 Remarks

In this paper, we study visual affect concepts in the two explicit aspects, publisher

affect concepts and viewer affect concepts, and aim at analyzing their correlations – what

viewer affect concepts will be evokedwhen a specific publisher affect concept is expressed

in the image content. For this purpose, we propose to discover hundreds of viewer affect

concepts from a million-scale comment sets crawled from social multimedia. Further-

more, we predict the viewer affect concepts by detecting the publisher affect concepts in
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image content and the probabilistic correlations between such affect concepts and viewer

affect concepts mined from social multimedia. Extensive experiments confirm exciting

utilities of our proposed methods in the three applications, image recommendation, viewer

affect concept prediction and image commenting robot. Future directions include incor-

poration of the viewer profiles in predicting the likely response affects, and extension of

the methods to other domains.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In summary, we address the human-centric data analytics from the three perspectives,

(1) people-centric visual search, (2) demographic data mining and (3) viewer affective

comment prediction. We propose a framework for learning facial attributes by crowd-

sourcing weakly labeled data in social multimedia. Based on these automatically detected

attributes, we demonstrate the effectiveness in retrieving images and mining user prefer-

ences. Beyond profiling people in visual content, we further propose to analyze the viewer

affective feedback elicited by social multimedia. The proposed methodologies are bene-

ficial for cross-discipline research in computational sociology and cognitive psychology.

Furthermore, the mined knowledge are essential for advertisement, personalization ser-

vices and more human-centric applications, which always draw great industry attention in

terms of mobile, search, cloud computing and online advertising technologies. We believe

these strong links will encourage more opportunities in collaborations and developments

between academia and industry.
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